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1. Introduction 
Multilingualism can have many different meanings and values attached to it, depending on 
the society where we live. For instance, multilingualism in Europe may not have the same 
implication as the one in the African continent. However, either in a multilingual or 
monolingual paradigm, the fact that there is always hegemony of a dominant language 
requires rethinking whether multilingualism is really an inclusive paradigm. This is the point of 
departure of my research interest – namely, reconsidering multilingualism in relation to our 
social world. Within this critical approach to multilingualism, the current study focuses on the 
development of elite multilingualism in South Korea. In the paper, my use of the term, elite 
multilingualism, refers to a certain type of multilingualism, which comprises English and 
politico-economically dominant languages in the global linguistic market (cf. Phillipson, 2008), 
besides the mother tongue(s) of multilingual subjects. 
 
The recent studies of Lo and Kim (2012) and Bae (2012) have revealed that bourgeoning 
elite multilingualism is not only reflected in the South Korean popular media but also in the 
growing number of Jogi yuhak (lit. early study abroad) students. Jogi yuhak is a Korean term, 
which refers to the migration of families for the sake of child’s study abroad at an early age, 
in the pre-university, and in many cases, pre-teen stage (Bae, 2012). Park and Abelmann 
(2004) consider Jogi yuhak as a middle-class strategy for class mobility or class 
maintenance that flexibly responds to the intense neoliberal competition in South Korea as 
well as in the global economy – that is to say, an attempt to prepare children as global elites 
by means of acquiring multilingual competence as valuable economic and cultural capital.  
 
In effect, the 2009 report of the Korean Educational Development Institute (KEDI) has 
revealed that the number of Jogi yuhak students have increased 19 times, from 1562 to 
27,349, between 1998 and 2008. In this regard, so-called returnees, who came back to 
South Korea after their sojourn abroad, have become increasingly popular figures in South 
Korean soap operas. In accordance with the neoliberal expansion of the South Korean 
linguistic market, in which English alone is no longer sufficient to ensure class distinction (J. 
S-Y. Park, 2009), such characters speak languages such as French, Italian, Japanese and 
Chinese in addition to English and such elite multilingualism seems to function as a sign of 
cosmopolitanism, modernity, upper class, intelligence and global citizenship.  
 
On the other hand, as pointed out by Lo and Kim (2012), the South Korean popular media 
tend to construct linguistically incompetent images of Korean-Americans and recast their 
multilingual hybridity as a cachet of inauthentic Korean citizenship, in sharp contrast to the 
idealization of the multilingual repertoire of South Korean transnational subjects. Such 
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negative regard on multilingual hybridity is also found in the media depiction of Korean-
Chinese. 
 
Therefore the current research aims at investigating the socio-political dynamics in 
contemporary South Korean society that generate such polarized media discourses on 
different types of multilingual subjects – namely, South Korean transnational subjects, 
Korean-Americans, Korean-Chinese. By analysing the boom of elite multilingualism in the 
historical context of the IMF crisis in 1998, the research will hereof illustrate that the pursuit 
of elite multilingualism, which appears to be a middle class strategy for class mobility, is in 
fact orchestrated by the neo-nationalist project of globalising Korea.   
 
This research, by relating the framework of Bourdieu’s (1991) notion of language as “cultural 
capital” to Silverstein (2003) and Blommaert’s (2005; 2010) notion of “orders of indexicality1”, 
will illustrate how the ideologies of the capitalist globalization – the idealisation of a neoliberal 
consumer, promotion of global identity and and transnational space – restructure linguistic 
orders of indexicality in contemporary South Korean society. In so doing, I will put forward 
that the emerging linguistic orders of indexicality are a reflection of the “hierarchical 
nationhood” (Seol and Skrentny, 2009). Lastly, the research will also question whether the 
restructuring of linguistic orders of indexicality in society entails redefining the notion of 
“legitimate speaker” (Bourdieu, 1995) in South Korean society and hence will address 
rethinking Bourdieu’s notion of “legitimate speaker” in relation to new political discourses of 
the nations-state in reaction to globalization. Therefore, the research will implicate the 
significance of a macro-approach to sociolinguistics, which incorporates socio-political-
economic dimensions into sociolinguistic research. 
 
Lastly, in line with Fairclough (1999) and Philippson (2008), this research hopes to raise 
“critical awareness of language” by contesting the emerging discourses of linguistic 
neoliberalism2. In this light, the current study is also expected to contribute to the discussion 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 According to Blommaert (ibid.), “indexicality” refers to “registers”, “social categories, recognizable 
semiotic emblems for groups and individuals”, while “order of indexicality” refers to how these categories, 
symbols, and semiotic resources are ordered in hierarchies of value in different contexts, as explicated 
by Blommaert (ibid.) in the following: “orders of indexicalities operate within large stratified complexes in 
which some forms of semiosis are systematically perceived as valuable, others as less valuable and 
some are not taken into account at all, while all are subject to rules of access and regulations as to 
circulation”. 
2  Neoliberalism is an economic doctrine that has undergirded the global expansion of advanced 
capitalism over the past three or four decades. Its basic idea is a resuscitation of nineteenth century 
laissez-faire capitalism based on Adam Smith’s competitive equilibrium model, in which, the unregulated, 
free market is assumed to work for the benefit of all if individual competition is given free reign (Piller 
and Cho, 2013:24). My use of the term, linguistic neoliberalism, indicates that a pursuit of certain forms 
of linguistic capital has become crucial in the neoliberal competition, especially due to heightened 
mobility in the context of globalizing capitalism.   
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on the maintenance of language diversity, by revealing how linguistic neoliberalism, which 
promotes languages with a market value while aggravating domain loss of languages with 
less market value, could be considered as a type of linguicism3.  
 
2. Literature Review 
 
2.1. Multilingualism 
Having pointed out earlier, multilingualism can be imbued with many different meanings and 
values depending on the society where we live. In this light, Piller & Pavlenko (2007) address 
the necessity to distinguish between different types of bi- and multilingualism. By following 
De Swaan’s (2010) analysis of the world language system, Piller & Pavlenko (2007) 
therefore distinguish three types of languages, which could possibly result in different types 
of multilingualism: English, majority languages and minority languages. Majority languages 
have the official support from a nation state and are ‘ideologically associated with full 
citizenship in a nation state’ (e.g. French in France) whereas minority languages do not have 
such a privileged status awarded from the state, and are often ‘negatively associated with full 
citizenship’ (e.g. Arabic in France). On the other hand, the distinction between minority and 
majority cannot be applied to English, since English, as the lingua franca of international 
communication in domains varying from academia to tourism, is so widely learned around 
the world as the additional language throughout school curriculum. Therefore Piller & 
Pavlenko (2007) puts forward that English should be placed as a separate category, due to 
its hypercentral role at the time of globalisation.  
 
In this paper, I will illustrate the development of different types of multilingualism discerned 
by Piller & Pavlenko (2007) in South Korea, by paying a particular attention to the boom of 
elite multilingualism, which is composed of English and majority languages besides the 
mother tongue, Korean, in the context of the current study. In particular, De Swaan’s (2010) 
association of languages with legitimate citizenship will prove to be pertinent to analysing the 
budding elite multilingualism in South Korea, which has been rapidly transforming into a 
space of multilingualism, due to the intensified migration in the last decade. Promotion of 
elite multilingualism and the subsequent stratification of multilingualism in society indeed 
appear to be entangled with the question of ideal citizenship in contemporary South Korean 
society.  
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 Kangas (1989:451) defines linguicism as the "ideologies and structures, which are used to legitimate, 
effectuate, and reproduce unequal division of power and resources (both material and non-material) 
between groups which are defined on the basis of language." 
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2.2. Globalisation 
Although translocal interactions associated with capitalism in the world is not new in human 
history, Appadurai (1990:322) points out that today’s globalisation involves a new order and 
intensity, which consist of flows of goods, capital, communication, and people. Many of these 
flows throw people of widely different linguistic and cultural backgrounds into contact, be it 
the flows of information and mass media, or be it the flows of actual people as in migration 
and tourism. As he believes that the recent globalisation process has blown apart the older 
world system, he argues that grasping such process from any single theoretical perspective 
is not possible.  
 
As Appadurai (1990) views the new global cultural economy as “a complex, overlapping, 
disjunctive order that cannot be understood in terms of existing centre-periphery models”, he 
proposes to look at the relationship among five dimensions of cultural flows in order to 
understand such disjuncture in the world: “ethnoscapes”, “mediascapes”, “technoscapes”, 
“financescapes”, “ideoscapes”. His usage of the suffix –scapes in the above coined terms 
indicates that these are not objectively given relations but deeply perspectival constructs 
which are highly modulated by the historical, linguistic and political situatedness of every 
actor.  
 
I will elaborate further on the notion of “ethnoscapes” and “mediascapes”, given their 
particular relevance to the current study. Appadurai (1990) defines “ethonoscapes as the 
landscape of persons who constitute the shifting world in which we live”. In this regard, he 
views that mobile subjects such as tourists, immigrants, refugees, exiles, guest workers 
constitute an essential feature of the world and affect the politics of nations to an 
unprecedented degree. On the other hand, “mediascapes” refer to the distribution of the 
media such as newspaper, magazine and television stations, which produce and disseminate 
information as well as the images of the world created by these media. The current study will 
particularly focus on the repertoire of images, narratives and “ethnoscapes” offered in 
“mediascapes”, as it is a complex mix of information and ideologies, which profoundly 
contributes to the construction of imagined worlds. 
 
On the other hand, a sociologist, Sklair (2001:4) maintains the relations between core and 
periphery 4  in the process of globalisation. In so doing he addresses the necessity to 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 For instance, Wallerstein (2004) defines the core as the developed, industrialized part of the world and 
the periphery as the underdeveloped, typically raw materials-exporting, poor part of the world. In his 
description of the world-system, as a set of mechanisms, which redistributes surplus value from the 
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distinguish capitalist globalisation, namely globalising capitalism, from generic globalisation, 
which is in fact a relatively new phenomenon (post-1960) identified by four major 
characteristics: electronic revolution, postcolonial revolution, creation of transnational social 
spaces and new forms of cosmopolitanism. Notwithstanding, Sklair (ibid.) admits that it is 
literally impossible to think of globalisation without capitalism, as capitalism is enmeshed with 
globalisation in reality.  
 
Then he argues that the driving force of the capitalist globalisation is the culture-ideology of 
consumerism, which is the set of beliefs and practices that persuades people that 
consumption far beyond the physical needs is at the centre of their meaningful existence. 
However, one contradictory consequence of this is that people are trained to be never 
satisfied in any sphere of their lives. There are always promises of bigger (or sometimes 
smaller) and better and always more. What is interesting in the ideologies of consumerism is 
that the goods and services themselves become imbued with a multiplicity of meanings.  
 
Even though Appadurai (1990) and Sklair (2001) are not in agreement with respect to the 
core-periphery relations in the globalisation process, they seem to converge on the 
inseparableness of the notion of mobility in the globalisation process, represented by flows of 
goods, capital, communication, and people. Therefore I will hold mobility per se to be central 
in the ideologies of globalisation. As I will demonstrate later on, the notion of mobility seems 
particularly pertinent to understanding the commodification of language in late modernity, 
especially noting that elite multilingualism is promoted as a powerful means of enhancing 
social mobility and capital accumulation at the local as well as at the global scene. In the next 
section, I will refer to Blommaert (2005; 2010) who further elaborates on the core-periphery 
relation in the domain of sociolinguistics, while introducing notions such as “scale”, 
“polycentricity” and “orders of indexicality”.  
 
2.3. Scale-jumping, orders of indexicality and centre  
Blommert’s (2005) notion of “scale”, a concept in effect inspired by Bourdieu’s (1991) notion 
of “habitus”, needs to be understood as levels or dimensions at which particular forms of 
normativity, patterns of language use and expectations are organised. Blommaert’s (2010) 
term, “scalar processes” or Uitermark’s (2002 cited at Blommaert, ibid.) original term, “scale-
jumping”, therefore indicate shifts between such scales, which in turn entail complex re-
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
periphery to the core, market is seen as the means by which the core exploits the periphery. As the core 
part is usually able to purchase raw materials and labor from the periphery at low prices, while 
demanding higher prices for their exports to the periphery, the core receives the greatest share of 
surplus production and the periphery receives the least. 
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semiotizations of “TimeSpace5”. That is to say, time and space are newly perceived, and 
those involved in such scalar process manifest new patterns of action upon this new image 
of “TimeSpace”. What should be noted here is that this scalar processes is in effect a power 
battle in which jumping scales depends on the access to variable resources that signal 
particular scale-levels. Therefore he underlines that such access is in fact an object of 
inequality, which reflects the social structure. Then in order to better illustrate the concept of 
“scale-jumping”, I will turn to Blommaert’s notion of “orders of indexicality”6 and “centre”.  
 
According to Blommaert (2010), indexicality is ordered in two ways. Within the first kind of 
order, indexical meanings arise in patterns based on perceptions of similarity that can be 
seen as types of semiotic practice. On one hand, this sort of indexical order is a positive 
impetus, since it produces social categories and distinguishable semiotic tokens for groups 
and individuals. However, the fact that such indexical order occurs within the boundaries of a 
“stratified repertoire” in which specific indexical orders are enmeshed with mutual evaluation 
(e.g. higher vs. lower, better vs. worse) inevitably generates the second kind of order to 
indexicalities, which, takes effect in a higher level of social structuring. To recapitulate, 
ordered indexicalities operate within a large stratified social semiotic system in which some 
are systematically perceived as valuable, others as less valuable or even valueless. 
 
In returning to the matter of multilingualism, the notion of “scale” and “orders of indexicality” 
therefore account for why different values are assigned to different kinds of multilingualism. 
In addition, the fact that different types of languages allow different degrees of mobility and 
access to different scales sheds light on people’s desire and investment for learning certain 
languages but not the others.  
 
On the other hand, Blommaert’s notion of “centre”, which was inspired by Bakhtin’s (1986) 
“super-addressee”, indicates that there is always a certain orientation towards perceived 
centres of authorities (i.e. norms or appropriateness) besides our real and immediate 
addressees, when we communicate. According to Blommaert (ibid.), the perceived centres of 
authorities can be individuals (e.g. teachers, role models), collectives (e.g. peer groups, sub-
cultural groups) or abstract entities or ideals (e.g. the nation state, the middle class, 
consumer culture). Such conception that linguistic utterances are oriented towards multiple 
centres leads Blommaert (ibid.) to put forward “polycentricity of language”, a notion very 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5 Ibid. Blommaert views that scale is not a spatial metaphor; rather it is bound to time and space, be it either 
imagined or real and the TimeSpace imagery provides rich indexicals for aspects of a real or imagined social 
order. 
 
6 Ibid. Indexicality, even though largely operating at the implicit level of linguistic/semiotic structuring, is not 
unstructured but ordered.	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closely related to Bakhtin’s (1986) notion of “multivovality”, a term that recasts linguistic 
utterances as contested terrains in which multiple meanings and perspectives can be voiced 
and different subject positions can be expressed. 
 
Even if Blommaert’s notion of “centre” and “polycentricity” are inspired by Bakhtin’s (1986) 
notion of “super-addressee” and “multivocality” respectively, it should be noted that 
Blommaert’s notion of “polycentricity” moves beyond the descriptive dimension of 
“multivocality” to the interpretive dimension of socio-political economy. In this sense, he aims 
to highlight that “polycentricity” is constrained and ordered by normative social structures of 
power and inequality, which permit certain forms of “multivocality”, but not other forms of 
“multivocality”.  
 
Then in the current study, I aim to investigate “centre(s)” or “super-addresses” to which the 
mass media representations of stratified multilingualism in society are oriented. Analysing the 
political-economic dynamisms that generate such polarizing media discourses will also shed 
light on how the pursuit of elite multilingualism is socially understood and accepted as an 
“investment” (Norton, 1995) for “scale-jumping” towards the enhanced identity options at the 
perceived centre(s).  
 
2.4. Social identity  
I will now move on to the discussions on the second language learning as a site of identity 
construction. It is Norton (1995) who has pointed out that previous second language 
acquisition (henceforth SLA) theorists have not developed an inclusive theory of social 
identity that integrates language learners and language-learning environment. Her English 
learning subjects in Canada: Mai from Vietnam, Eva and Katarina from Poland, Martina from 
Czechoslovakia, and Felicia from Peru, couldn’t be explained by the previous SLA theories 
which presupposed that every person has an essential, unique, fixed and coherent core (i.e. 
introvert/extrovert; motivated/unmotivated).  
 
Therefore she develops a theory of social identity in language learning, by particularly 
focusing on the notion of subjectivity. Especially, three defining characteristics of subjectivity 
- i.e. “the multiple nature of the subject, subjectivity as a site of struggle, and subjectivity as 
changing over time” (Norton, ibid.) – are fundamental in Norton’s conception of social identity, 
the nature of which is seen as multiple, contradictory, and dynamic. As a consequence, its 
multiple and contradictory nature casts social identity as a site of struggle of conflicting 
subject positions.   
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It is important to note that language acquisition is seen as a site of identity construction within 
this perspective. Identities are understood as being constructed and reconstructed in 
discourses, in which different values are designated to different subject positions. Within this 
view, multilingual contexts are particularly considered as laden with the strains of identity 
struggles and some scholars such as Tabouret-Keller (1997) even consider all instances of 
language use in multilingual contexts as acts of identity. Therefore, language acquisition is 
understood in its social, cultural and political contexts, especially in relation to gender, race 
and multiple power relations of the subject within different discourses (Pennycook, 1990). 
 
In this line of thoughts, Pavlenko (2002:282) also addresses the need to investigate and to 
theorise the role of language in production and reproduction of social relations, and the role 
of social dynamics in the processes of additional language learning and use. In line with 
Bourdieu’s (1991) view of language as “cultural capital”, which can be in turn converted into 
economic and social capital, Pavlenko (ibid.) puts forward that the value of a particular 
linguistic variety is assigned, according to its ability to provide an access to more prestigious 
positions in the social mobility ladder. Then, the fact that languages and registers are not 
equal in the linguistic marketplace calls for a reconceptualization of the notion of language 
attitudes as language ideologies, which highlight their socially originated, resistant, dynamic 
and changeable nature.  
 
To recapitulate, recent theoretical discussions on the role of language acquisition in 
construction of social identity indicates general conceptual shifts from the notion of 
personality to identity, individual language attitudes to language ideologies, and motivation to 
investment in SLA inquiry. In the following section, I will further elaborate on the theoretical 
development on language as cultural capital and SLA as investment.  
 
2.5. Investment and cultural capital  
Bourdieu’s (1986) notion of cultural capital refers to the collection of non-economic forces 
such as forms of knowledge, skills, education that assign the holder a higher status in society. 
According to Bourdieu (1986), cultural capital can exist in three different forms – that is to say, 
embodied, objectified or institutionalized state.  
 
The embodied state of cultural capital refers to the both explicit and implicit acquisition of 
cultural practice by means of socialization within a family. The embodied state is therefore 
incorporated within the individual and it becomes a type of “habitus”, which cannot be 
transmitted instantaneously. Nonetheless, embodied capital can be increased in the form of 
learning. The objectified state of cultural capital refers to physical objects that are owned, 
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such as cultural goods, material objects such as books, paintings or instruments. The 
institutionalized state of cultural capital is followed by institutional recognition, which confers 
on the holder a conventionally or legally guaranteed value of his or her cultural capital, most 
often in the form of academic credentials or qualifications. Bourdieu (1986) underscores that 
the institutionalized state of cultural capital plays the most prominent role in the labor market, 
since the institutional recognition facilitates the conversion of cultural capital to economic 
capital. Then, the conversion of cultural capital to economic capital seems particularly 
relevant in understanding the commodification of language in late modernity and the 
subsequent boom of elite multilingualism in the context of the current study.  
 
Then, based on Bourdieu’s (1977) work on cultural capital, Norton (1995) problematizes the 
concept of motivation in the field of SLA. She firstly points out that Gardner and Lambert’s 
(1972) conception of “instrumental motivation” and “integrative motivation” do not capture the 
complex relationship between L2 learners’ identity, language learning environment and their 
positioning in power relations. Hence she puts forward that the term “investment” rather than 
“motivation” more accurately indicates the complex relationship between L2 learners’ target 
language and sometimes their ambivalent desire to learn and practice it. The following 
paragraph shows how she develops the notion of “investment” in SLA. 
 
“My conception of investment is best understood with reference to the economic metaphors 
that Bourdieu (1977) uses in his work – in particular the notion of cultural capital. Bourdieu 
and Passeron (1977) use the term cultural capital to reference the knowledge and modes of 
thought that characterize different classes and groups in relation to specific sets of social 
forms7. They argue that some forms of cultural capital have a higher exchange value than 
others in a given social context. I take the position that if learners invest in a second 
language, they do so with the understanding that they will acquire a wider range of symbolic 
and material resources, which will in turn increase the value of their cultural capital. Learners 
will expect or hope to have a good return on that investment – a return that will give them 
access to hitherto unattainable resources.” (Norton, 1995:17) 
 
Nonetheless, it should be noted that her notion of “investment” is not equivalent to Gardner 
and Lambert’s (1972) notion of “instrumental motivation”, which presupposes a fixed 
personal trait of the language learner. Rather, the notion of “investment” attempts to capture 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
7 This sentence reminds us of Blommaert’s notion of “scale”: language per se as a form of cultural capital as 
well as a mode to expand one’s cultural capital could have different forms and patterns of normativity 
depending on their social scales. Therefore, operated within a stratified repertoire, language as cultural capital 
is conducive to the production as well as reproduction of social classes.  	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the relationship between a language learner’s multiple social identities, desires and shifting 
social domains. Thus, while motivation can be seen as a primarily “psychological construct” 
(Dörnyei 2001, cited at Norton et Toohey, 2011:420), which views individuals as having a 
unitary, fixed and internalised personality, “investment”, on the other hand, is a “sociological 
construct”, which looks for the meaningful relevance between L2 learners’ desire and 
commitment to the target language in relation to their social identities. Such conceptual shift 
from “motivation” to “investment” in SLA seems to reflect the commodification of language in 
late modernity, which I will discuss in the following section.  
 
2.6. Commodification of language  
Heller’s (2003; 2011) theoretical development of language as a marketable commodity in late 
modernity is founded on the work of Bourdieu (1977, 1982) on language as a form of cultural 
capital and the work of Gal (1989) on language ideologies and political economy. In 
particular, Gal (1989) has addressed that the study of language needs to go beyond the 
making of meaning of social categories and social relations, in order to incorporate the 
political economic conditions that constrain the possibilities for meaning making of social 
categories and relations8. According to Gal (1989), these political economic conditions 
underlie language ideologies, which shed light on why certain linguistic forms and practices 
play a prominent role in the production and reproduction of the social order.  
 
Then Heller (2011) approaches the commodification of language in a broader socio-historical 
context of late capitalism. By noting that the globalized new economy and development of 
modernity have led to an increasingly central economic role for language – e.g. the 
globalizing capitalism requires the management of communication among producers, 
consumers, and national or supranational bodies across linguistic difference – she argues 
that the enhanced importance of communication, in general, and language and 
multilingualism, in particular, in the globalized new economy has engendered the explosion 
of language work and language workers (Heller & Boutet, 2006, Duchêne, 2009). In this 
regard, the salience of language as a resource with exchange value has rapidly under the 
new political economic conditions of late capitalism.  As communication has become a major 
part of the working process of globalization, involved in moving people and goods, the 
increased language practice such as call centers and translations is, in turn, increasingly 
turning language into a form of commodities. 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
8 Here, Gal’s (1989) claim to incorporate the political economic conditions in the study of languages, while 
investigating the possibilities of the meaning making in social relations seems to resonate with Blommaert’s 
motivation to put forward “polycentricity” in order to shift the descriptive dimensions of Bakhtin’s “multivocality” 
to the interpretive dimension, which will reveal that possible forms of “multivocality” are not random, but 
constrained by the social structure.  
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Then, Heller (2011) analyzes the commodification of language in late modernity from two-
dimensions – one dimension is concerned with the question to which extent forms of 
exchange – such as standardized language for jobs – that used to be considered as a matter 
of breeding, taste, intellectual competence, good education are now perceived as directly 
convertible for money. The other dimension is concerned with the question to which extent 
the deployment of other kinds of capacity such as physical strength in obtaining a job has 
become increasingly contingent on the deployment of linguistic resources and 
communicative skills. In this regard, the commodification process of language seems to 
advance in accordance with the expansion of neoliberalism, under which language and 
communication skills are promoted as a detachable, malleable and marketable resource 
(Cameron 2005, Heller 2003, 2010) rather than a fundamental aspect of individual identity.  
 
However, she notes that what we are attesting is not a rupture with the ideology of language 
as a bounded system, the historical construction of a putatively culturally unified population, 
which is presumed to be consistent with the territorial boundaries of a nation-state. Rather, 
the preexistent territory-bounded language ideologies are appropriated under new economic 
conditions, which enforce the alteration of political structures towards economic structures. In 
this regard, struggles over social difference and social inequality on the terrain of language 
also move along the shifting nature of discourses that legitimize the criteria used for social 
selection. Therefore, under the new political economic conditions, countries formerly 
concentrated on building their own monolingual nation-states are now exploring a variety of 
ways of promoting multilingualism, in order to facilitate the navigation across national 
boundaries in supranational polities such as the European Union or in order to compete in 
global markets (Extra & Gorter 2008, Francheschini 2009). Such promotion of multilingualism 
driven by nation-states sheds light on how the expansion of late capitalism restructures 
linguistic nationalism, which I will discuss in the following section. 
 
2.7. Language and nationalism 
Nationalism and language have manifested strong alliance, as noted by scholars such as 
Anderson (1991) and Hobsbawm (1990). For instance, Hobsbawm (1990:54) points out that 
national languages, despite being “almost always semi-artificial constructs”, contribute to 
naturalizing the raison d’être of nations. However, the role of national language in 
constructing national unity has been conceptualized in different manners by different 
theorists of nationalism, which I will roughly group into the essentialist and instrumental camp 
in the following. 
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The essentialist camp views national language as the expression of the national spirit. For 
instance, a German philosopher, Herder (1772/2002: 153) in this line of though believed that 
a national language is the “characteristic word of the race, bond of the family, tool of 
instruction, hero song of the father’s deeds, and the voice of these fathers from their graves”. 
In the instrumental camp, a French philosopher, Joseph Ernest Renan (1882/2001: 172) 
claimed that “languages are historical formations, which give but little indication of the blood 
of those who speak them”. For Renan, there was no such inherent relationship between a 
language and people, as he regarded such connection between them as a political construct. 
It should be noted that the key difference between the essentialist and instrumental views of 
national language lie in their assumptions on the ethnic composition of the nation. In other 
words, in the essentialist view, the nation is seen as being comprised of one ethnic group 
who speaks the heritage language, and hence, nationality is treated as identical with ethnicity, 
whereas, in the instrumental view, the nation is presumed to accommodate multiple ethnic 
groups. 
 
More recently, Smith’s (1991) distinction between “ethnic-genealogical nationalism” and 
“civic-territorial nationalism” recapitulates the different views of the essentialist and 
instrumentalist theorists on the role of a national language. According to Smith (1991), 
“ethnic-genealogical nationalism” highlights the ethnic and genealogical unity in the nation 
and hence treats national language as a symbol of the ethnic unity in the nation, whereas 
“civic-territorial nationalism” emphasizes territorial unity and views national language as an 
instrument that could unite presumed different ethnic groups in the same territory.  
 
Then, in the field of applied linguistics, Joshua Fishman’s (1968) argument to distinguish 
“nationalism” from “nationism” appears to be in line with Smith’s (1991) distinction between 
“ethnic-genealogical nationalism” and “civic-territorial nationalism”. Behind Fishman’s (1968) 
rationale, which attempts to distinguish “nationalism” from “nationism”, lies a conceptual 
separation of the word, “nationality” from the word, “nation”. In other words, Fishman (1968) 
differentiates the term, “nation”, which he defines as a politico-geographic entity such as 
country, polity, state that may not present a high degree of sociocultural unity, from the term 
“nationality”, which he regards as a sociocultural entity that may have no corresponding 
politico-geographic realization. Based on such conceptual separation of “nation” from 
“nationality”, Fishman (1968), in turn, proceeds to the terminological separation of “nation-
ism” and “national-ism”. Such conceptual and terminological divide between “nationism” and 
“nationalism” sheds light on why social solidarity is not a prerequisite for the existence of a 
national political community and how a national political community can attain such solidarity 
in successive steps by means of language.  
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For instance, Fishman (1968) further explicates that populations actively pursue the 
sociocultural unification, when “nationalism” is clearly paramount. In this case, the choice of a 
national language is not in question, since it is usually already a prominently idealized 
symbol of national unity. Especially when “nationalism” is prevalent and hence intends to 
foster the nationalistic unity of the sociocultural aggregate, the issue of language 
maintenance, reinforcement, and codification could arise as the potential language problems. 
Conversely, when “nationism” is stochastically dominant, other kinds of language problem 
could emerge. As the geographic boundaries are far in advance of sociocultural unity, quick 
language choice and widespread literary language use become crucial to the nation's 
functional existence. As the meaning and function of national language significantly differ 
within “nationalism” and “nationism, it should be underlined that it is “nationalism” that ties the 
question of identity and authenticity to language, by addressing self-identity and group-
identity as unthinkable without a particular language that is considered to be the 
representative of self- and group-identity. For “nationism”, language questions are initially not 
questions of identity and authenticity but of efficiency and cohesion.  
 
I believe that Fishman’s conceptual and terminological division between “nationalism” and 
“nationism” provides a very useful insight in understanding strategic “diglossian compromise” 
of many nation-states in reaction to globalization and the promotion of multilingualism in 
previously presumed monolingual society. In particular, Fishman (1968) views technological 
development as the impetus of cultural uniformity around the globe and predicts that 
monolingual nations will need to compromise the emergence of diglossia in technological 
and educational domains, as this tendency will be much sturdier than the counterforce, which 
attempts to abandon diglossia on behalf of new national standard languages with undisputed 
hegemony in all domains of national expression.  
 
Then, when it comes to the language policies of nascent nations, which have to struggle for 
the existence on the world scene, “nationism” rather than “nationalism” is expected to be 
emphasized, and diglossia involving a language of wider communication rather than 
monoglossia will be promoted. On the other hand, in the successfully developed nations, 
Fishman even expects a wider “diglossic nationalism” to ultimately develop, so that feelings 
of national identity will correspond approximately to their extended geographical borders. 
 
In this regard, Kawai’s (2009) study on debates concerning English as an official language of 
Japan seems to illustrate such shift in political rhetoric from “nationalism” to “nationism”. 
Kawai (2009) argues that the governmental report, which aims at establishing English as 
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Japan’s official language in the long term, reflects the emergence of a new type of Japanese 
nationalism in reaction to globalization. According to Kawai (2009), this emergent civic-
territorial nationalism neither attaches the Japanese language to essential Japanese culture, 
nor does the Japanese language guarantee Japanese uniqueness. Therefore, language is 
treated merely as an instrument, and thus the adoption of English as an official language 
becomes socially acceptable, as long as Japanese people’s English language ability serves 
Japan’s national interests. 
 
As such instrumental view of language renders English detached from its cultural and 
historical contexts, the English language is regarded not as a foreign language spoken in 
specific nation-states such as the USA, Britain and other Anglophone areas, but rather as 
“the international lingua franca”, a neutralized instrument of communication, which is not 
expected to wreck havoc on Japanese-ness. Furthermore, English proficiency is promoted 
as global literacy and English language education is addressed as a strategic imperative for 
Japan.  Such instrumental view of language seems to be consistent with so-called “corporate 
multiculturalism” (Davis, 1996:41) – namely, diglossia is welcomed as long as it serves for 
Japan’s national, economic interests. Davis’ (1996) notion of “corporate multiculturalism” 
seems pertinent to the national promotion of elite multilingualism in South Korea as well. 
 
In this regard, I oppose Fishman’s (1968) optimistic prognosis that “digiossian compromises” 
will lead to the end of forced language assimilation and that “digiossian compromises” could 
eventually lead to a diminution of internal linguistic conflicts and hence will reduce purely 
linguistic strife in international affairs. Indeed, the development of new communication 
technologies and the hegemony of English are increasingly turning previous monolingual 
nations into bi-/multilingual nations, therefore, leading to the end of the exclusive authority of 
a single language in all domains of national life. Nonetheless, it should be noted that the 
“diglossian compromises” do not automatically entail the celebration of every type of 
linguistic hybridity and harmonious diglossia in society. Rather, it seems that nation-states 
are making highly calculated and strategic decisions in order to develop a certain type of 
diglossia, which in turn favors a certain type of multilingual subjects, while marginalizing 
other types of multilingual subjects in society.  
 
This is exactly what is emerging in South Korea, namely, stratification of multilingualism. 
Unlike Fishman’s (1968) optimistic anticipation, the transition from the previous nationalist 
rhetoric, which aligned the national language along the pure Korean ethnicity and the 
national identity to the budding nationist rhetoric, does not seem to celebrate all kinds of 
multilingual hybridity and diglossia. Such stratification of multilingualism seems primarily due 
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to the fact that the South Korean case of “diglossian compromise”, which views 
multilingualism as an efficient means for expanding its sovereignty in the global scene, is 
driven by the geopolitical and economic interests of the nation-state.  
 
2.8. Imagined communities and identities  
In this section, I will discuss Anderson’s (1991) notion of “imagined communities” in relation 
to Norton’s (2001) notion of “investment” and Appadurai’s (1991) notion of “mediascape”. 
The term, “imagined communities” was originally coined by Anderson (1991:3), where he put 
forward that “nations are imagined communities, because the members of even the smallest 
nation will never know most of their fellow-members, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in 
the minds of each lives the image of their communication.” Norton (2001) adopted this notion 
to SLA theory in order to describe L2 learners’ focus on the future when learners imagine 
who they might be, and what their communities might be like during the language learning 
process. Such imagined communities could have a stronger influence on their investment in 
language learning since for many L2 learners, the target language community is not a mere 
reconstruction of historically established relationships, but also a community of the 
imagination and desire, where more opportunities are offered to elevate their social identities 
in the future.  
 
On the other hand, Anderson’s (1991) “imagined communities” seems to shed light on the 
media construction of different types of multilingualism in society. As Appadurai (1990) puts 
forward, the imagination, which is mediated through the prism of modern media, plays a key 
role in establishing the new global order. While elaborating on his notion of “mediascape”, 
Appadurai (1990) contemplates that the construction of the imagined worlds tends to be 
more chimerical, aesthetic and fantastic, when the audiences are placed farther away from 
the direct experiences of metropolitan life.  
 
Then, such media mediation in construction of the imagined metropolis also seems to shed 
light on the price formation of linguistic capital in local linguistic markets. For instance, in the 
case of English, the default language of globalisation, the farther away English is displaced 
from the United States or the United Kingdom, the perceived metropolis of the English 
language, the greater the audiences imagine its linguistic capital to be. This in turn implies 
that the capital of linguistic resources is contingent on the imagined scales and centres, 
which is mediated through the media representations. In this regard, the media idealization of 
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elite multilingualism is expected to have a significant bearing on the genesis of the 
sociolinguistic phenomena such as English Fever9 and Jogi yuhak.  
 
3. Scope of research 
The current research aims at investigating the ideologies of socio-political economy in 
contemporary South Korea that generate polarized media discourses on multilingualism, by 
analysing media representations of different types of multilingual subjects. By relating 
Bourdieu’s (1991) work on language as “cultural capital” to Silverstein (2003) and 
Blommaert’s (2005; 2010) notion of “orders of indexicality”, the research then questions how 
the popular media prompt the commodification of language and propagate the hierarchical 
stratification of multilingualism in society. In light of this objective, I posit the following 
principal questions. 
 
• Is the emergent elite multilingualism in South Korea the linguistic logic of late 
capitalism, driven by neoliberal expansion and rampant consumerism in society?  
• Do the emergent linguistic orders of indexicality correspond to the “hierarchical 
nationhood”(Seol and Skrentny, 2009) in contemporary South Korean society? 
 
The first research question investigates whether cultural explosion during the late capitalism, 
which entails the commodification of language, is the driving force of elite multilingualism as 
an economic investment. In this regard, the research will explore the pursuit of elite 
multilingualism as linguistic consumerism and will particularly focus on the way Korean 
television soap opera genre, deurama, represents the multilingual repertoire of elite 
returnees. In addition, I will also draw upon the press media coverage multilingual celebrities, 
given the prominent role of celebrities as a curator group of novel consumption in society 
(Goffman, 1951). 
 
While approaching the emergent elite multilingualism as linguistic consumerism, I will 
analyse the pursuit of elite multilingualism in the context of the IMF crisis in 1998 and the 
subsequent neoliberal turn in society. This will, in turn, illustrate that the pursuit of elite 
multilingualism, which appears to be a middle class strategy for class mobility, is in fact 
orchestrated by the “nationist” project of globalising Korea. In this regard, I will draw upon 
Fishman’s (1968) conceptual break between “nationalism” and “nationism”.  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9 This term refers to the national obsession with English language education in South Korea. According to 
Park (2009), Korean parents spent over 10 billion US dollars a year on private English language education 
through extracurricular lessons such as cram schools, private tutoring, English camps and language training 
abroad in 2006. 	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The second research question will examine whether the media espouse societal stratification 
of multilingualism, by comparing the media representations of different types of multilingual 
transnational subjects – namely, South Korean transnational subjects, Korean-Americans 
and Korean-Chinese. In so doing, I expect elite multilingualism of returnees to function as a 
key indexicality of cosmopolitanism and global citizenship, which leads to superior 
positioning of their social identity, whereas the multilingual repertoire of Korean-Americans 
and Korean-Chinese is cast as a sign of their inauthentic, illegitimate South Korean 
citizenship. Therefore, while examining how the popular media place different scales to 
different types of multilingualism, the research will finally question whether newly emergent 
linguistic orders of indexicality (Silverstein, 2003; Blommaert, 2005; 2010) mirrors a 
“hierarchical nationhood” (Seol and Skrentny, 2009), which distributes rights, benefits and 
opportunities, according to the graded or ranked membership in the nation.  
 
4. Method 
As a qualitative research, the research has employed critical discourse analysis (henceforth 
CDA) as a principal method, in order to analyse how the mass media such as soap operas 
and newspaper articles represent different types of multilingualism. Among different 
approaches of CDA, I have specifically drawn upon the CDA framework, developed by 
Fairclough (1995a) and Chouliaraki & Fairclough (1999), as the given emphasis on the 
dialectical relationship between discourse and other social dimensions was thought to 
provide a useful theoretical and methodological basis in analysing different scales of power 
geometry, involved in the construction of societal meanings of multilingualism.  
 
For instance, Fairclough’s (1995a) approach treats discourse not only as constitutive but also 
as constituted, in contrast to different approaches developed in CDA. In other words, within 
Fairclough’s (1995a) framework, discourse per se is a significant type of social practice, 
which reproduces as well as changes knowledge, identities and power relations, and 
meantime it is also shaped by other social structures and practices. In this regard, Fairclough 
(1995a) proposes a three-dimensional model of CDA, which maps three separate forms of 
analysis to one another: analysis of texts, analysis of discursive practice (i.e. processes of 
text production and consumption) and analysis of communicative events as instances of a 
wider social practice. Therefore, applying the three-dimensional model, which underlines the 
role of discourse practice as a mediator of texts and social practice, the research has in 
particular focused on the way the media discourses determine (i) social identities and social 
relations of different types of transnational subjects with varying multilingual repertoire and (ii) 
systematic knowledge and belief on different types of multilingualism in society.  
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In order to investigate how the commodification of language and the emergence of linguistic 
consumerism are reflected in the press media, I have looked into Korea Integrated News 
Database System (http://www.kinds.or.kr) in the last decade on the occurrence of the English 
loan word, 스펙, spec10 (abbr. specification) with the following key words: English, Foreign 
languages, language training abroad. In order to find out how different types of multilingual 
subjects is represented in television genres such as soap operas and entertainment shows, I 
have consulted the program database provided by three major broadcasting stations in 
South Korea - KBS, MBC and SBS. Such assortment of data based on different genres of 
the popular media is deemed to offer a better illustration of language ideologies in society 
than a narrow focus on a specific media genre representation of multilingualism. Given the 
limited space, I have restricted the focus of the analysis on an extract of two soap operas, My 
Name is Kim Samsoon (Kim 2005) and Cheongdam-dong Alice (Han, 2012), one news 
paper article on multilingual celebrities, and an extract of two skits in a comedy show, LA 
Sseurirang and Hwanghae (lit. the Yellow Sea). I in particular focused on the media 
idealization of elite multilingualism in the analysis of My Name is Kim Samsoon (Kim 2005) 
and Cheongdam-dong Alice (Han, 2012), and the multilingual repertoire of Korean-
Americans and Korean-Chinese in the analysis of LA Sseurirang and Hwanghae. 
 
5. Findings and discussion 
 
5.1. Elite multilingualism as a symbol of transnationalism and global citizenship 
In this section, I will illustrate how South Korean multilingual subjects are idealized in the 
popular media, while focusing on the television soap opera genre known as deurama, as so-
called returnees, South Korean transnational subjects who came back home after their 
sojourn abroad, have become increasingly popular figures in deurama. Lo and Kim (2012) 
have already pointed out that deurama represents multilingual competency as a key index of 
South Korean transnational elites, in addition to their stylish outfit, refined manner, and 
consumption of luxurious foreign products. In accordance with the neoliberal expansion of 
the South Korean linguistic market, in which English alone is no longer sufficient to ensure 
class distinction (J. S-Y. Park 2009), such characters speak languages such as French, 
Italian, Japanese and Chinese in addition to English and their multilingualism is usually 
imbued with indexical values such as cosmopolitanism, modernity, upper class, intelligence 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
10 The loan word, spec, which has officially entered Standard Korean dictionary in the year of 2004, is 
now widely used to describe one’s qualification for employment. In particular, job seekers’ language 
training abroad, multilingual competency or certified language test score (e.g. TOEIC/TOEFL/IELTS) is 
considered as one of the most essential spec. 
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and global citizenship. In this regard, elite multilingualism of South Korean transnational 
subjects serves as a pointer for their elevated social identity in society.  
 
In this regard, we can list the television series such as My Name is Kim Samsoon (Kim 2005), 
Air City (Choi, 2007), Pasta (Kwon, 2010), The Fugitive: Plan B (Kwak, 2010), Cheongdam-
dong Alice (Han, 2012) and the movie, Seducing Mr. Perfect (Kim, 2006). For example, in 
the television series, Air City, a main character, who is the director of Incheon Airport is 
depicted as a multilingual speaker fluent in five languages. In Pasta, a multilingual Korean 
chef at a high-end Italian restaurant in Seoul competently switches from Korean into Italian 
and English when conversing with Italian diplomats. The Fugitive: Plan B has set a new trend, 
as it was actually shot in two languages – English and Korean, as a Korean-American actor, 
Daniel Henney who plays one of the main characters in the plot does not speak Korean well. 
In addition, the main characters in this deurama are portrayed as multilingual speakers of 
Korean, English, Mandarin and Japanese. In Cheongdam-dong Alice, a multilingual Korean 
CEO for an international luxury fashion company, who is depicted as having studied in the 
United States and in France, often switches from Korean to French. In the film, Seducing Mr. 
Perfect, elite business people are depicted switching effortlessly between Korean, English, 
and Japanese at a posh cocktail party in Seoul. In the following, I will draw upon Lo and 
Kim’s (2012) analysis on the television series, My Name is Kim Samsoon, in order to 
exemplify the way elite multilingualism functions as a symbol of cosmopolitanism. 
 
Extract 1: My Name is Kim Samsoon 
 
1 Hyunwoo: Jamkkanman 
                     Just a minute                                 
2 Samsoon: jagiya, eodi ga? 
                    Honey, where are you going?                             
  ((Hyunwoo walks over and whispers to the bartender)) 
3 Bartender: ((rings a bell, then announces loudly to the entire restaurant)) 
                      Mesdames et messieurs, attention, s’il vous plait 
                      Ladies and gentlemen, may I have your attention, please? 
                      Ce jeune homme a quelque chose à vous dire 
                      This young man has something to say to you 
4 Hyunwoo: ((gesturing towards Sam Soon)) 
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                     Ce11 jolie fille est ma copine  
                     This beautiful woman is my girlfriend 
5 Samsoon: ((smiles and waves shyly at everyone)) 
6 Hyunwoo: Et ce soir, je vais l’embrasser pour la première fois 
                     And tonight, I am going to kiss her for the first time 
((other customers clapping and whooping)) 
((Hyunwoo motions for Sam Soon to come over)) 
7 Samsoon: ((looks surprised, mouths ‘why’, then goes over to where Hyunwoo is)) 
                      ai, mworago geureongeoya? na buleo ajik geogikkaji jal moreundan malya. 
                      Gosh, what did you say? I don’t know French up to that level yet. 
8 Hyunwoo: ((dramatically kisses Sam Soon, who at first resists, but then kisses him back)) 
                                                               (Episode 6, 9:50–11:38, cited at Lo and Kim, 2012) 
 
This scene, which occurs in a cosy French restaurant, depicts Hyunwoo, as linguistically and 
culturally flexible citizen who adapts easily to the linguistic and cultural norms of different 
settings. In this context, his multilingualism12 serves as an index of his upper class as well as 
cosmopolitan belonging, whereas Samsoon, a girl of working class background, 
demonstrates less proficient level of French (“Gosh, what did you say? I don’t know French 
up to that level yet”). In this TV series, Samsoon’s frustrating interactions with foreigners in 
French and English seem to align her with the image of incompetent Koreans who hold 
limited linguistic and cultural resources due to the lack of transnational trajectory, in particular, 
due to her lack of stay abroad experience in Anglophone and Francophone countries, while 
her upper class romantic counterpart, who conducts smooth conversations with foreigners in 
English and French, embodies a new transnational elite class. 
 
On the other hand, multilingualism is also eminent among South Korean pop groups. For 
instance, a 2009 television interview with the South Korean pop group, 2NE1, during which 
each of the members of the band was asked to say something in their language, i.e. Chinese, 
English, Filipino, French, Japanese and Korean, was highly extoled in the media (Kim, 2009). 
While this strategy is partly designed to increase their international appeal, multilingual 
repertoire of pop groups is an appeal factor for the domestic market as well.  
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
11 Ibid. It is noteworthy that Samsoon’s boyfriend is socially ratified as a highly competent speaker of 
French in this scene, despite his grammatical errors in French (e.g. ce jolie fille instead of cette jolie fille). 
Lo and Kim note that multilingual repertoire of transnational elites in deuramas, no matter whether they 
display strong Korean accents or make grammatical errors in their speech, is not treated as linguistically 
deficient.  
 
12 Although the current scene only shows his speech in French, Hyunwoo is portrayed, in the deurama, 
as a multilingual, who is competent in Korean, English and French. 
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For example, Sports World, a daily newspaper that mainly covers the news in the domain of 
sports and entertainment reports the excellent foreign language skills of a Korean pop singer, 
Clara (the 21st December 2013). Clara is known as a multilingual celebrity who speaks 5 
languages such as English, Spanish, Japanese and Chinese, besides Korean. The article 
reports that Clara successfully demonstrated her multilingual capacity in a radio program. In 
a similar vein, Hankook Ilbo, one of the four mainstream South Korean daily newspaper 
reports that a Korean pop singer, Psy, has been praised by American audience, as a well-
prepared star for the global stage (the 6th September 2012). The journalist attributes Psy’s 
competent English to the fact that he completed his undergraduate studies in the United 
States. In accordance with the multilingual boom among celebrities who aim to increase their 
international as well as domestic appeal, it has become more and more common to 
encounter the media acclamations of the multilingual celebrities in South Korea and there is 
even a television entertainment program, which shows the language learning process of 
celebrities to improve their foreign language skills.  
  
I have so far illustrated that the popular media tend to idealize elite multilingualism, by 
drawing upon the television genre, deurama representations of the elite multilingualism of 
returnees and the increasing media coverage on the multilingual repertoire of South Korean 
pop singers. In so doing, deurama tend to publicize the elite multilingualism of returnees as a 
sign of cosmopolitanism, upper class, intelligence and global citizenship, while the press 
media tend to promote the elite multilingualism of South Korean pop singers as an essential 
skill of a global star. In my opinion, such media coverage on elite multilingualism does not 
only reflect the prevalent language ideologies shaped by the force of globalisation but also 
naturalize the sociolinguistic consequence of globalisation in society. In the next section, I 
will therefore investigate the “centres” or “super-addressees” of such mass media coverage 
on elite multilingualism – that is to say, the ideologies of the socio-political economy in South 
Korea that promote the pursuit of elite multilingualism – and further explore the boom of elite 
multilingualism as linguistic consumerism.  
 
5.2. The pursuit of elite multilingualism as linguistic consumerism  
According to Stroud and Wee (2007:271), language learning as a new mode of consumption 
comes as no surprise, since consumption is not simply a matter of valuing commodities for 
their material or functional values. They believe what is equally crucial, if not more, is 
symbolic value of commodities and further argue that language forms a crucial part of 
‘‘commodity-signs” (Featherstone, 1995:75). By drawing upon their case study on language 
choice among multilingual subjects in Singapore, Stroud and Wee (2007) suggest that 
motivation for a specific language choice is primarily instrumental in nature and therefore 
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argue that language as a denotational system is only acquired when it is regarded to confer 
some advantage to language learners. Language seen as “commodity-signs”, what Stroud 
and Wee (2007) describe as sociolinguistic consumption is not thought to be a novel 
phenomenon. However, there is no doubt that the new globalized economy, which has 
intensified the commodification process of language (Heller, 2011), has increased 
sociolinguistic consumption to an unprecedented degree in late modernity.   
 
For instance, in the case of English, almost forty per cent of the public education budget is 
spent on English teaching and the private market for English language learning in South 
Korea was said to be worth 1.1 billion euros in 2009 (Yoo, Kim & Kim, 2011). In this regard, 
Piller, Takahashi and Watanabe (2010) argue that English language learning is better 
understood in economic terms as a form of consumption than in educational terms. On the 
other hand, Phillipson (2008) has pointed out that English learning is closely related to 
consumerism and US life style. 
 
In fact, in contemporary South Korean society, an English loan word, 스펙, spec (abbr. 
specification) indicates that language has indeed become a marketable commodity. The term, 
which has officially entered Standard Korean Dictionary13 in the year of 2004, is now widely 
used to describe one’s qualification for employment and in particular job seekers’ foreign 
language skills, language training abroad experience or certified foreign language test score 
(e.g. TOEIC/TOEFL/IELTS) are considered as an indispensable spec in the job market. In 
this regard, Bourdieu’s (1986) extrapolation – the conversion of cultural capital to economic 
capital by means of institutional recognition – is indeed borne out. The institutionalized forms 
of cultural capital such as language certificates and foreign diplomas, by placing their holders 
in a dominant position in the labor market, accelerate the commodification process of 
language in society and hence neutralize the pursuit of elite bi-/multilingualism.  
 
In order to demonstrate that the term, 스펙, spec, reflects the commodification of language in 
society, I have investigated the occurrence of the word, 스펙, spec, with the following key 
words in the press media in the last decade: 영어, Yeongeo (lit. English), 외국어, Oegugeo 
(lit. Foreign language) and 어학연수, Eohangnyeonsu (lit. Language training abroad). As the 
loan word, 스펙, spec, made its official entry to Standard Korean Dictionary in the year of 
2004, I focused on the news paper articles produced in the period of 2005 and 2014, by 
consulting the Korea Integrated News Database System. As can be seen in the following 
table 1 and chart 1, the occurrence of the word, spec with the above-mentioned key words, 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
13 The dictionary is published by National Institute of Korean Language. 
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English, Foreign languages and Language training abroad is turned out to have increased by 
67 times, 132 times and 142 times, respectively, over the last 10 years.  
 
Table 1. Occurrence of the word, spec with English, Foreign language and Language training abroad in 
the press media from 2005 to 2014 
                   
Year English Foreign 
languages 
Language training 
abroad 
2005 9 3 2 
2006 12 5 5 
2007 56 34 31 
2008 110 63 51 
2009 318 207 148 
2010 445 240 163 
2011 414 203 174 
2012 522 245 214 
2013 785 386 243 
2014 606 396 283 
TOTAL 3534 1782 1314 
 
 
Chart 1. Occurrence of the word, spec with English, Foreign language and Language training abroad in 
the press media from 2005 to 2014 
 
 
Therefore, I speculate that the added value of language and communication skills, in 
particular, English proficiency as a reference for individual competitiveness in the local job 
market, is reflected in the remarkably increased occurrence of the term, 스펙, spec with 
English, Foreign languages and Language training abroad and hence that the 
commodification of language, which accelerates the conversion of linguistic capital into 
economic capital, is one of the social dynamism engendering the sociolinguistic phenomenon 
such as English Fever and the media idolization of elite multilingualism in South Korea. 
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Therefore, following Stroud and Wee (2007) and Piller, Takahashi and Watanabe (2010), I 
put forward the pursuit of elite bi-/multilingualism in South Korea as linguistic consumerism.  
 
My motivation for endorsing the term, linguistic consumerism instead of sociolinguistic 
consumption is that the former, as a notion implying political economic ideologies, which 
assign market values to certain languages but not to others and hence valorise a certain type 
of sociolinguistic consumption, is expected to better describe the impetus for English Fever 
and the pursuit of elite multilingualism in South Korea.  
 
On the other hand, the intensified commodification of language and the subsequent 
sociolinguistic phenomena such as English Fever and the pursuit of elite multilingualism can 
be also understood in the historical context of the IMF crisis in 1998, a key socio-cultural 
reform that took place in South Korean society, which has spawned the promotion of 
competitiveness as a significant asset of both individuals and the nation-state. 
 
Until the IMF crisis in 1998, South Korea’s economic development had been achieved 
against the free market. South Korea managed to sustain relatively fair economic growth, by 
gradually upgrading its export-oriented manufacturing to more knowledge-intensive and 
higher-value products while using other trade barriers such as import substitution and tariffs 
so as to protect its economy (Klein 2007). However, in the 1990s, South Korea faced 
escalating pressure to abandon its trade barriers from the newly created Word Trade 
Organization (WTO). Therefore, South Korea made a compromise, by lifting the trade 
barriers to its financial sector and deregulating its currency, but continuing to protect the 
chaebeols14 from foreign ownership and privatization.  
 
The financial deregulation was immediately followed by a surge in foreign investment and 
currency trading – e.g. international investors poured $100 billion into South Korea in 1996 
(Klein 2007:264). However, only a year later, the investors drew back their money from all 
“Asian Tigers,” including South Korea, on the ground of rumors that Thailand did not have 
enough dollars to back its currency. Accordingly, Asian governments did not have any other 
choice than draining their reserve banks in an effort to support their currencies, and the 
market responded with more panic – $600 billion had disappeared from the stock market of 
Asia within one year. (Klein 2007:265). 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
14 It is a Korean term referring to big state-favored national conglomerates such as Samsung, Hyundai 
and LG.  
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Then, South Korea, enforced by the IMF to adopt the Washington Consensus measures of 
deregulation, had to remove the restraints on foreign ownership and privatization in return for 
loans, which in turn, resulted in the privatization of the chabeols, their selling-off of to foreign 
investors, mass layoffs, the privatization of public services, and the minimization of public 
spending. As a consequence, the unemployment rate tripled and the number of those who 
self identified as middle class fell by more than a third from 63.7% in 1996 to 38.4% in 1999 
(Klein 2007:272). Economic inequality sky-rocketed – the disparity of income between the 
richest and poorest ten percent of South Koreans, which had been at Canadian levels before 
the crisis, became larger than any other OECD (i.e. Organization for Economic Cooperation 
and Development) countries.  
 
Such rapid socio-economic change then has spawned an atmosphere that legitimized 
competition and survival of the fittest. In other words, the ruthless free market ideology that 
drove the economic restructuring became even more rampant due to the very consequence 
of the economic restructuring – that is to say, insecurity of job loss and high unemployment in 
society. In this regard, competition for jobs, education, housing, and other indicators of well-
being has gradually become accepted as an individual responsibility in accordance with the 
expansion of neoliberalism in society. Then, in contemporary South Korea, where hyper-
competition has become an undeniable reality, English has become one of the key terrains 
where South Koreans compete (Piller and Cho, 2013).  
 
It should be noted that the competition on the terrain of English is naturalized by other 
discourses that construct English proficiency as a result of personal determination, morality, 
discipline and responsibility. In this regard, the ethnographic work of Abelmann, Park and 
Kim (2009) has revealed that proficient speakers of English construe their proficiency as an 
expression of their moral worth and the strength of their determination. In this regard, 
Abelmann, Park and Kim (2009:232) describe the new model student in South Korea as “an 
autonomous student-consumer who is responsible for managing his or her own lifelong 
creative capital development.” In a similar vein, Park’s (2010) analysis of the newspaper 
stories of successful language learners also demonstrate that highly successful learners of 
English are constructed as morally superior individuals whose English proficiency has been 
achieved by personal resolution, persistence and responsibility.  
 
In this regard, I view the emergence of elite multilingualism as the logical extension of the 
previous sociolinguistic phenomenon, English Fever, and therefore, as an anticipated 
consequence of the interplay between the commodification of language and idealization of a 
neoliberal linguistic consumer. In other words, languages, seen as an efficient tool to 
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increase individual social mobility as well as to expand the state sovereignty (cf. Fishman 
1968) at the time of globalization, the socio-politics of language in contemporary South Korea 
seem to promulgate the idea that linguistic consumers are, on one hand, ideal world citizens, 
who persistently put efforts to participate in the global process by increasing their volume of 
cultural capital, and ideal South Korean citizens, on the other hand, who are morally 
determined to increase to the visibility of the state power in the global scene, by participating 
in the state-driven human capital development which aim to enhance the national 
competitiveness. In addition, the prevalent neoliberal discourses, especially, the promotion of 
individual competitiveness, is another factor that drives linguistic consumers to acquire elite 
multilingualism, by imbuing them with the idea that L2 English alone no longer provides its 
speaker the social distinction that it used to confer. In particular, the press media seem to 
play a major role in publicizing elite multilingualism as a sine qua non of the success of a 
neoliberal subject, which I will demonstrate in the following exemplary article.  
 
For instance, Enews 24 (the 27th August 2013) reports “Top 5 celebrities with foreign 
language mastery”, who speaks more than three foreign languages, besides English, which 
the reporter describes as “basic”. The article starts by asserting that in accordance with the 
epoch of globalization, foreign languages are no longer an option, but have become a 
necessity, especially for the celebrities who aim to be world stars. The article first mentions 
that the Korean actor, Lee Byung-hun, has won credit from Hollywood. “Lee Byung-hun, who 
showed off his fluent English skills in the film, G.I Joe: Retaliation (2013), is known to have 
already started studying English in late 1990s in order to advance his career in Hollywood. 
During meetings with American film producers, he actively tries to communicate with them in 
English without a translator.” The article also describes a multilingual repertoire of another 
Korean actor, Park Shin-yang, as “the god of foreign languages, competent in 4 languages, 
even including Russian!” and attributes his “expert level of Russian” to three years of his 
study abroad experience in Russia. The article narrates that he flied to Moscow in order to 
fulfill his passion for theatre play, and he did all kinds of part-time jobs in order to finance his 
studies at Schepkin Higher Theatre School. The article also mentions that he gave a lecture 
in 100% English on the Korean popular culture in Georgia State University in the United 
States and he even mastered Japanese after his debut on the screen.  
 
The beginning sentence of the article, which sets English as “basic” and foreign languages 
as no longer an option, but as a necessity in the epoch of globalization, already clearly 
demonstrates the author’s view on elite multilingualism – i.e. the word choice “basic” 
reaffirms my argument that English proficiency alone is no longer sufficient for its holder to 
receive social distinction, as the global spread of neoliberal free-market doctrines has 
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already naturalized the use of English and hence English proficiency alone is no longer 
perceived as a reference point of individual competitiveness in South Korea. That is why the 
article implies elite multilingualism as a better solution for neoliberal subjects to enhance their 
competitiveness.  
 
Therefore the author highlights the multilingual repertoire of the two above-mentioned actors, 
Lee Byung-hun and Park Shin-yang as an indispensable factor that has contributed to their 
successful career. In this regard, the reporter depicts Lee Byung-hun as an ambitious actor 
who had a vision to advance his career in Hollywood, by persistently putting efforts to learn 
English, while describing Park Shin-yang as the perfect embodiment of a neoliberal subject, 
by placing him as “the god of foreign languages, competent in 4 languages”. The highlighted 
narrative on Park Shin-yang’s strong will and persistence to overcome the financial adversity 
in Russia in order to achieve his goal as well as his constant effort to learn other languages 
despite his successfully established career as an actor (e.g. “he even mastered Japanese 
after his debut on the screen.”) is a good illustration of how the discourses on morality 
concerning individual determination and responsibility collaborate with the discourses on 
neoliberal identity which coerce people to constantly improve their social identity by means of 
the capital accumulation.  
 
The illusion of increased social mobility by means of elite multilingualism is also found in 
deurama, which depicts elite multilingualism as an essential form of cultural capital of 
neoliberal subjects, in particular, those who seek for an elevated social identity option 
through “scale-jumping” between different social classes.  In this regard, I will especially draw 
upon a TV soap opera series, Cheongdam-dong Alice, which was aired on SBS, from the 1st 
December 2012 to the 27th January 2013, as this TV series covers many contemporary 
social issues in South Korean society such as increasing disparity between the rich and the 
poor, growing importance of study abroad experience and foreign language skills in finding a 
job, elite multilingualism as an established symbol of upper class and the pursuit of upward 
class mobility by neoliberal subjects of the middle- or lower class origin through the explicit 
display of their multilingual repertoire. The series consisted of 16 episodes and they were 
aired at 21:55 on Saturdays and Sundays. The main plot shows a young woman's journey to 
Cheongdam-dong, the wealthiest district in southern Seoul, by seducing a second-generation 
of a prominent business conglomerate into marriage. The title of the soap opera has an 
intertextuality with “Alice in Wonderland”, alluding to the heroine's fish-out-of-water status in 
Cheongdam-dong, as she wanders around the strange new world filled with luxury goods, 
filthy gossip and consumerism. 
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The main plot of the soap opera is the following: the heroine, Se-kyung is an aspiring fashion 
designer, whose life motto is “l'effort est ma force”. Due to her poor family background, she 
couldn't afford to study overseas, but she won many local design contests and mastered 
French. She slowly begins to lose her positive outlook towards the world, when her father's 
small bakery finally closes down after losing customers to larger retailers and her boyfriend 
of six years, who has to pay his sick mother's medical bills, runs away with her savings.  
 
After much struggling, Se-kyung finally gets a job as an assistant at GN Fashion, an apparel 
company located in Cheongdam-dong. Her boss, In-hwa, who is the president's younger 
sister and only two years older than Se-kyung, one day criticizes Se-Kyung that  "what sucks 
is your taste, not your resume. Taste is an accumulation of what you see and think, as well 
as the kind of things you are exposed to, from the moment that you were born." This incident 
completely shatters Se-kyung's life philosophy that used to valorize hard work and persistent 
effort. Thereupon, she decides to change her life course, by marrying a rich man. Her bitter 
disillusionment leads her to seduce Jean Thierry Cha, a young, capable president of the 
Korean branch of a French luxury apparel company. 
 
I will now draw upon an extract of Cheongdam-dong Alice below, where the main characters 
start to speak French in order to accommodate M. Robert, the chief president of the French 
luxury apparel company that Jean-Thierry Cha is working for. In the scene, M. Robert is 
visiting South Korea in order to complete a business promotion with GN Fashion and Royal 
Department Store, a major department store chain run by M. Cha, who is in fact the father of 
Jean-Thierry Cha. In the following scene, the characters only communicate in French and 
even other characters in the scene who act without lines, are metapragmatically constructed 
as competent second language speakers of French. I have highlighted grammatical, 
phonological and lexical errors in bold italics.  
 
Extract 2: Cheongdam-dong Alice 
 
1 Jean-Thierry Cha: ((Pointing at Se-kyung)) 
M. Robert, elle est mon fiancée, Han Se-kyung.  
Mr. Robert, she is my fiancé, Han Se-kyung. 
2 M.Robert : ((Turning his head towards Se-kyung))  
Mlle Han, je voulais te voir. 
Miss Han, I wanted to meet you. 
3 Se-kyung : ((Smiling shyly at M.Robert)) 
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Comment ça va? Je suis Han Se-kyung. Bienvenue à la Corée15.  
How are you? I am Han Se-kyung. Welcome to Korea. 
4 M.Robert : Merci beaucoup pour le présent.  
Thank you very much for the gift. 
Je l’aime, vraiment. Elle est généreux et douée. 
I like it, really. She is generous and gifted. 
Votre président, M.Cha est très angeux16.  
Your president, Mr. Cha is lucky.  
Quand je faisais le promotion de l’entreprise, j’ai trouvé quelque chose 
étrange.  
When I was doing the promotion of the company, I found something 
strange. 
((Looking at both M. Cha and Jean-Thierry Cha)) 
Pourquoi M.Cha a fait toutes les choses et pas Jean-Thierry Cha…  
Why M.Cha did everything without the help of Jean-Thierry Cha… 
Jean-Thierry Cha est le fils de M.Cha, n’est ce pas? 
Jean-Thierry Cha is the son of M.Cha, isn’t it? 
 
((M. Cha and Jean-Thierry Cha seem seriously embarrassed by the 
question and there is an awkward moment of silence)) 
 
5 Se-kyung : ((Carefully opening her mouth to answer on behalf of M.Cha and Jean-
Thierry Cha)) 
Il est trop jeune à défendre de son fils.  
He is still young to depend on his son. 
 
((Everybody looks surprised by Se-kyung’s intervention)) 
 
6 Se-kyung : En fait, elle y était inquiet à faire de son fils mal à l’aisé par hasard.  
In fact, he was concerned about being a burden of his son. 
Elle a fris soin des chose en secret.  
He took a care of the affaire secretly.  
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
15 “Bienvenue en Coree” is the grammatically correct sentence.  
 
16 The speaker must have meant to use “chanceux” instead of “angeux” in this context.  
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((M. Cha looks very impressed by Se-kyung’s spontaneity while In-hwa 
looks fiercely jealous of Se-kyung)) 
 
7 Se-kyung : Le fresident, M.Cha a rit l’évaluation doit être toute faite pas vous, M. 
Robert. 
The president, M.Cha, said that the evaluation should be all done by 
you, M.Robert. 
 
                                                                                     (Episode 12, 52:00 – 57:07) 
 
This scene, which occurs in an utmost luxury department store in Cheongdam-dong, where 
some upper-class business people and journalists are exclusively invited, shows how Se-
kyung, a girl of the working class origin, manages to impress the invited guests by her 
French. As M. Robert is pleased by Se-kyung’s spontaneous answer in French, M. Cha, who 
previously thought Se-kyung as unsuitable for his son, Jean-Thierry Cha, completely 
changes his attitude and becomes fond of Se-kyung.  
 
However, as seen in the underlined bold italics, the characters in the extract in fact produce 
noticeable grammatical, phonological and lexical errors – Jean-Thierry Cha misuses the 
possessive gender pronoun in “mon fiancée” instead of “ma fiancée” and M. Robert, who is 
even portrayed as a native French speaker, fails to use the correct gender form of adjectives 
and the definite articles, as in “Elle est généreux” instead of “Elle est généreuse” and “le 
promotion” instead of “la promotion”, not to mention other minor mistake such as “quelque 
chose étrange” instead of the grammatically correct form ““quelque chose d’étrange” and a 
pragmatically awkward utterance, such as  “Mlle Han, je voulais te voir” instead of “Mlle Han, 
je voulais vous voir”, seeing that M. Robert encounters Se-kyung for the first time in a very 
formal setting surrounded by the upper class business men and journalists. 
 
On the part of Se-kyung, her grammatical, phonological and lexical errors are not less grave 
than the other two characters – she fails to distinguish the phoneme [f] from [p]17, as in 
“défendre de son fils” instead of “dependre de son fils” and “Elle a fris soin” instead of “Elle 
a pris soin” and  “Le fresident, M.Cha” instead of  “Le president, M.Cha”. She also misuses 
the female gender pronoun “elle” instead of “il”, while referring to M. Cha, as in “elle y était 
inquiet à faire de son fils mal à l’aisé” and “Elle a fris soin des chose en secret”. In addition, 
she also commits a lexical error, while using the passé composé form of the verb, “rire – to 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
17 This is deemed to be a case of L1 transfer from Korean, which does not contain [f] in its phoneme 
inventory.  
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laugh” instead of the intended verb, “dire – to say” in “M.Cha a rit l’évaluation doit être toute 
faite pas vous, M. Robert” in which she also omits the obligatory complementizer “que” – the 
grammatically correct counterpart of this sentence therefore would have been “M.Cha a dit 
que l’évaluation doit être toute faite pas vous, M. Robert”. Despite the fact that all these 
errors are so substantial that they can easily lead to communication problems, the errors go 
unnoticed and the main characters are portrayed as if highly competent speakers of French. 
This once more affirms the argument of Lo and Kim (2012) that linguistic competency is a 
social construction rather than an individual property, which is often determined by 
metapragmatic signs that guide our interpretations (J. S-Y. Park, 2009).  
 
In contrast to the previously discussed deurama, My Name is Kim Samsoon, which 
highlighted the disparity of the linguistic repertoire of the main characters of different social 
class origins – i.e. stark contrast between Samsoon’s limited linguistic and cultural resources 
presumably due to her lack of study abroad experience in Anglophone and Francophone 
countries and Hyunwoo’s elite multilingualism, Cheongdam-dong Alice indicates that elite 
multilingualism is achievable by individual determination and persistent effort by casting Se-
kyung’s French proficiency as excellent as that of Jean-Thierry Cha, her upper class 
counterpart who is depicted to have studied in France. Furthermore, this scene, which shows 
a drastic change in M. Cha’s attitude towards Se-kyung, after her successful display of 
French proficiency in public, implies that elite multilingualism is an indispensable skill for 
“scale-jumping”, by means of which ambitious neoliberal subjects attempt to elevate their 
social class.  
 
I have so far examined a mass-mediated narrative of two well-known multilingual celebrities 
and a TV soap opera series, Cheongdam-dong Alice in order to illustrate how elite 
multilingualism is being promoted as a sine qua non of a neoliberal subject who pursues 
social mobility either at the global or local scale. Therefore, by extending the view of Piller 
and Cho (2013) and J. S-Y. Park (2009), I argue that the boom of elite multilingualism in 
South Korea is driven by the two following principal factors – (i) the commodification of 
language, as shown in the corresponding occurrence of the loan word, 스펙, spec with 
English and foreign languages in the press articles in the last 15 years (ii)   the expansion of 
neoliberalism and consumerism in society, the ideologies of which are elevated in 
conjunction with local discourses of individual morality and persistence. I will now move on to 
analyze the pursuit of elite multilingualism as a type of postmodern consumption.  
 
5.3. Elite multilingualism as postmodern consumption 
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Having discussed the boom of elite multilingualism in South Korea as linguistic consumerism, 
which is driven by the commodification of language and the expansion of neoliberalism and 
consumerism in society, I will now turn to Ong (1999) and Jameson (1983) in order to 
analyze the boom of elite multilingualism as a type of postmodern consumption. 
 
To start with, I believe that the pursuit of elite multilingualism in late modernity can be also 
understood in the context of “flexible citizenship” (Ong 1999), which refers to the strategies 
and effects of mobile managers, technocrats, and professionals seeking to both circumvent 
and benefit from different nation-state regimes by selecting different sites for investment, 
work and family relocation. In particular, Ong (1999) considers global market process, which 
induces the border crossing of skilled and unskilled migrant workers, as an impetus that has 
transformed the form and meaning of citizenship and further states that citizenship has 
become a commodity as an economic investment. 
 
Then it should be noted that the prevailing discourse of globalizing capitalism, which 
valorizes flexibility, mobility and accumulation, also promotes the pursuit of elite 
multilingualism as an economic investment and hence facilitates the consumption of linguistic 
signs as a strategic investment in order to secure desired citizenship in the future. In this 
regard, I view the boom of elite multilingualism as the linguistic logic of the late capitalism 
and argue that the social phenomena such as English Fever and Jogi yuhak is an illustration 
how the promotion of transnationality and mobility within the trails of global capitalism altered 
the values of linguistic capital and class strategies in contemporary South Korean society.  
 
Then, such commodification of language, understood in the socio-historical context of the 
expansion of the late capitalism, leads me to postulate elite multilingualism as a type of 
postmodern consumption. My reasoning behind this argument is that above all, the object of 
consumption is not a material commodity, but linguistic signs that function as a status symbol 
of the consumer (Goffman, 1951). In other words, linguistic consumerism involves symbolic 
consumption of sign (i.e. signifiant) for the purpose of obtaining another sign (i.e. signifiant) 
and in this regard, a linguistic sign is not consumed for the sake of its primary, denotational, 
communicative function (i.e. signifié), but to signal the positioning of the linguistic consumer’s 
social identity in a given society, which could point to his or her social class, transnational 
trajectory, cultural-educational background, individual moral worth and determination. 
Therefore, what is attested in this symbolic consumption of linguistic signs is a successive 
consumption of floating signs, in which the functional, use value of the commodity, in this 
case, the denotational value of linguistic signs, has been minimized. In this sense, I argue 
that linguistic consumerism manifests one of the very characteristics of postmodernity – 
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“schizophrenia18”, put forward by Jameson (1983).  
 
In this regard, the consumption of linguistic sign, which involves floating signifiers, can be 
read together with Appadurai’s (1990) conception on “the fetishism of the consumer”, which 
denotes the transformation of a consumer into a sign through commodity flows. In this 
successive process of consumption, the linguistic consumer only asymptotically approaches 
the form of a real social agent (i.e. a multilingual subject whose language learning trajectory 
is based on his or her own learner agency) and the linguistic consumer is led to believe that 
he or she is an active agent, who is in charge of his or her multilingual repertoire, where he 
or she is at best the chooser of a range of multilingual repertoire and the subsequent social 
identity options offered in the linguistic market place. In this regard, Appadurai (1990) argues 
that “the mediascapes”, in particular, distorted images of global advertising, play a central 
role in the worldwide dissemination of the idea of consumer agency.  
 
Then in the context of South Korea, the popular media, especially television series genre, 
deurama and the press media seem to play a crucial role in propagating the learner agency 
of a linguistic consumer. Especially given the prominent role of celebrities as a curator group 
of novel consumption in society (Goffman, 1951), I believe that the media homage to 
multilingual celebrities is a salient factor in generating multilingual desire and linguistic 
consumerism in society. In so doing, the media representations of the world seem to 
legitimize the inevitability of globalising capitalism and hence normalise the linguistic 
consequence of the capitalist globalisation, by ascertaining the hegemony of English and 
other politico-economically dominant languages in the global linguistic market. It is in this 
context I postulate the boom of elite multilingualism as a manifestation of postmodernity by 
extending the view of Jameson (1983) on postmodernity as the “cultural logic of the late 
capitalism”.  
 
To recapitulate, I have analysed the pursuit of elite multilingualism in South Korea as a type 
of postmodern consumption – symbolic consumption of linguistic signs and social identities, 
in the process of which the linguistic consumer becomes a sign per se in the flow of 
“commodity-signs”. By referring to Ong’s (1999) “flexible citizenship”, I have noted that the 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
18 Jameson describes schizophrenia as an intensified visual experience of "isolated, disconnected, 
discontinuous material signifiers, which fail to link up into a coherent sequence." In particular, he refers 
to the media culture of the late twentieth – e.g. the rapid succession of signifiers in MTV style – as 
simulating schizophrenic experience. While linking schizophrenia to postmodernism, and 
postmodernism to consumer capitalism, Jameson considers that late capitalism has extended such 
schizophrenic attributes in the form of postmodern culture. As the schizophrenic confusion destroys 
critical perspectives, consumer culture thrives, unopposed.  	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pursuit of elite multilingualism occurs in the context of commodification of citizenship, as a 
consequence of the promotion of transnationality and mobility within the trails of global 
capitalism, which has altered the values of linguistic capital and class strategies in society. 
By referring to Jameson (1983), I have postulated the pursuit of elite multilingualism as the 
linguistic logic of the late capitalism, driven by the globalising culture-ideology of 
consumerism. The culture-ideology of consumerism, which effectively collaborates with the 
discourses of flexibility, mobility and capital accumulation, induces the commodification of 
language and prompts the pursuit of elite multilingualism as an economic investment, by 
alluring linguistic consumers with an entrance ticket to the gala of capitalist globalisation. 
 
5.4. Linguistic orders of indexicality in South Korea 
The media portraits of elite multilingualism have so far revealed that multilingual competency 
of South Korean transnational subjects has become an icon of global as well as South 
Korean citizenship. However, it should be noted that the popular media treat multilingualism 
of different transnational subjects differently. For instance, Lo and Kim (2012) note that the 
multilingual repertoire of elite South Korean returnees is linked to time-space associated with 
modernity and upscale urban settings, whereas the multilingual repertoire of Korean 
Americans is linked to the backward past and low-class environments. In this section, I will 
further elaborate the hierarchical stratification of multilingualism in relation to the newly 
emerging order of indexicality in contemporary South Korean society, by comparing the 
media representations of the multilingual repertoire of Korean-Americans and Korean-
Chinese to that of South Korean transnational subjects. 
 
To start with, I would like to underline that linguistic competence should be understood as a 
socially constructed notion. As I have already exemplified in the earlier section, Korean soap 
operas tend to depict Korean speakers who are not very adept at foreign languages as if 
they are highly competent multilingual subjects. On the other hand, the study of Lo and Kim 
(2012) illustrates that the media portrays Korean Americans who are quite good at Korean as 
incompetent speakers of Korean. Therefore, in consonance with Lo and Kim (2012), I argue 
that linguistic competency is a social construction rather than an individual property, as one’s 
linguistic competency is often established by metapragmatic cues that guide our 
interpretations (J. S-Y. Park, 2009). Such metapragmatic depictions of multilingual flexibility 
serve as a key index for placing different types of multilingual subjects in relation to one 
another. I will first refer to the analysis of Lo and Kim (2012) on LA Sseurirang, a skit of a 
comedy show, Gag Concert (Park, 2010), in order to discuss the media construction of 
Korean-Americans as incompetent and inflexible multilingual subjects. In particular, LA 
Sseurirang casts Korean American students in Los Angeles, who are learning Korean at a 
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private institute, as phonologically, syntactically, and pragmatically hopeless learners of 
Korean. 
 
Extract 3: LA Sseurirang 
  
((Kim Carrey = student; Kim Daebeom/Big Tiger =student; Daniel Kim = teacher, 
A nationalistic Korean song is playing. Two male students, dressed in short sleeved shirts, 
sports apparel, baseball caps, and shorts are frowning while paging through a preschool 
primer entitled ‘Basic Korean.’ A sign above them says ‘Korean day school for Korean-
Americans.’ A Korean flag and an American flag are on the wall, and the Hollywood sign can 
be seen through the window)) 
 
English Translation is provided underneath.   
1 Carrey: Oh man han-gukmal neomu difficult hae. 
Oh man, Korean is so difficult! ((childish tone)) 
2 Daebeom: Hey, eoryeopji . . . han-gukmal! Hey, it’s hard . . . Korean! 
((throwing hands up in the air and shrugging his shoulders with mouth agape)) 
3 Carrey: Yeah! neomu neomu!  
Yeah, really really! ((shaking head)) 
4 Daebeom: ban-gawo, mannaseo. Na, Big Tiger-ya. Daebeom. 
Meet you, so nice to. I’m Big Tiger. Dae Bum.  
((leaning over to shake hands)) 
5 Carrey: Nice to bangga. Na-ui ireum is Kim Carrey. 
Nice to c u. My name Carrey Kim is.  
((slowly and deliberately)) 
6 Daebeom: Oh, Kim Carrey, narang gateun Kim-ssine? 
Oh. Gee, Carrey Kim, your last name is Kim, just like me. 
7 Carrey: Yeah! Yeah! 
8 Daebeom: Um, geunde neo jal hae? . . . han-gukmal!  
Um, so do you speak it well? . . . Korean! 
9 Carrey: han-gukmal? Um, a little? chokeum? 
Korean? Um, a little, a little?  
((thumb and index finger showing tiny amount)) 
10 Daebeom: chokeum? eu-eum, haebwa geureomyeon . . . han-gukmal! 
A little? Um, say something then . . . Korean! 
11 Carrey: Ok, um, Jeong Junha-ssineun eottaeyo? 
Ok, um, how goes Mr. Jung Joon Ha? 
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12 Daebeom: Oh, thregi-ya, neo-ui han-gukmal! 
Oh, it’s trash, your Korean! 
13 Carrey: sseuregi?  
Trash? 
14 Daebeom: sseuregi!  
Trash! 
15 Carrey: sseuregi?  
Trash? 
16 Daebeom: sseuregi, man! Trash, man! 
17 Carrey: Take that back, man! Take that back, man! 
((pushing and shoving each other in the chest)) 
18 ((Teacher walks in the room and raps both students on the head with a folder)) 
19 Daebeom: Ow! Uh-oh Ow! Uh-oh 
20 Carrey: Uh-oh Uh-oh 
21 Daebeom: Uh-oh Uh-oh 
22 Teacher: ssaumbakjil hallae nuga gyosireseo sikkeureopge? 
Hey, butting heads, who’s causing a ruckus in the classroom? 
23 Daebeom: Hey teacher, yaega motajanayo neomu . . . han-gukmal! 
Hey teacher, it’s so bad . . . his Korean!  
24 Teacher: aigu aigu aigu hago inne sadon nammal!  
Dear me, dear me, dear me, the kettle black, the pot calls! 
eoyu geunde nuga geongeoya sibi? 
Gosh, but who the first punch, threw? 
25 Daebeom: Teacher,  yaega nahante haesseoyo . . . yogeul! 
Teacher, he called me . . . names! 
26 Carrey: What?! No no no, ssaem  
What?! No no no, Teacher 
Big Tiger yeogiga nahante meonjeo garbage sseuregirae 
Big Tiger here, first called me, garbage, trash! 
27 Teacher: Big Tiger isse ireonmal.  
Big Tiger, there is this saying. 
gowayaji ganeunmari goungeoya oneun maldo! 
Goes around, what comes around! 
28 jajaja sogae hagesseumnida jeoreul 
Here, here, here, myself, I will introduce 
29 jeoneun yeogi han-gugeo gongbubang seonsaengnim Daniel Kim-imnida 
I am Daniel Kim, the teacher for this Korean day school. 
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As seen in the line 1: ‘Oh man, Korean is so difficult!’ ‘Hey, it’s hard . . . Korean’, the skit 
explicitly depicts Korean-Americans as incompetent speakers of Korean, who cannot master 
the language. The students do not only pinpoint each other’s ineptitude in Korean (line 12: 
‘Oh, it’s trash, your Korean!’, line 23: ‘Hey teacher, it’s so bad . . . his Korean!’), but they also 
metapragmatically constitute themselves as incompetent and inflexible bilingual subjects by 
deliberately displaying the inability to shift from English SOV to Korean SVO word order, 
such as in line 8: ‘geunde [subject neo] jal [verb hae]? … [Object han-gukmal]!’, line 10: ‘[verb 
haebwa] geureomyeon … [object han-gukmal]!’, line 23: ‘[subject yaega] [verb motajanayo] neomu 
… [object han-gukmal]!’, line 25: ‘[subject yaega] [Indirect object nahante] [verb haesseoyo] … [direct object 
yogeul]19!’.  
 
Such deliberate syntactic inflexibility of Korean-Americans is in sharp contrast with the 
depiction of elite transnational South Korean figures as shifting fluidly and effortlessly 
between languages at sentential boundaries. In the media, Korean American multilingual 
subjects are often depicted as being unable to keep English from permeating their Korean at 
the syntactic, phonological, and lexical levels and this form of linguistic hybridity is usually 
represented as the consequence of incompetent management of their linguistic repertoire. It 
is in this context that Lo and Kim (2012) argue that the media discourses do not portray 
Korean-American multilingual hybridity as an evidence of elite transnationalism, but rather 
the sign of inauthentic Korean citizenship, by highlighting their syntactic, phonological, and 
pragmatic ineptitude in Korean.  
 
I will now draw on another skit, Hwanghae (lit. The Yellow Sea) in the same comedy show, 
Gag Concert, in order to illustrate how Korean-Chinese speakers are metapragmatically 
framed in terms of their linguistic repertoire. To start with, the title of the skit, Hwanghae is 
the Korean name of the northern part of the East China Sea, located between Mainland 
China and the Korean peninsula. Here, the title of the skit bears a geographical reference to 
Korean-Chinese community in Mainland China. They are commonly called as Joseonjok in 
South Korea, the term, which has been criticized by Korean-Chinese for being a less friendly 
term than other terms describing other overseas Koreans such as Jaemi gyopo (lit. brothers 
and sisters in America) for Korean-Americans and Jaeil gyopo (lit. brothers and sisters in 
Japan) for Koreans in Japan.  
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
19 As the unmarked word order in Korean is SOV, the expected word order of these utterances would be 
line 8: geunde neo [object han-gukmal] jal hae?, line 10: [object han-gukmal] [verb haebwa] geureomyeon!, 
line 23: [subject yaega] [object han-gukmal] [adverb neomu] [verb motajanayo]!, line 25: [subject yaega] [Indirect object 
nahante] [direct object yogeul] [verb haesseoyo]!, respectively. 
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Joseonjok is the largest group of ethnic return migrants to South Korea – there were 237,000 
Joseonjok residents in Korea in 2006, who are broadly grouped into three categories: (1) 
migrant workers and job seekers; (2) wives or husbands of South Korean citizens and (3) 
others, which includes mostly students and short-term visitors. The first category, the workers 
and job seekers, constitutes the largest group. The number of Korean-Americans, who are 
the next largest group of ethnic Korean migrants in South Korea is around 21,000, only 
around one tenth of Korean-Chinese migrants in terms of number (Korea Immigration 
Service, 2007, cited at Seol and Skrentny, 2009). In this paper, I will continue to use the term, 
Korean-Chinese instead of Joseonjok, as I believe the former term has a more neutral 
connotation than the latter term, which might imply derogatory attitude of South Koreans 
towards Korean-Chinese. 
 
Then, coming back to the skit, there are four main characters – two Korean-Chinese phone 
scammers, their boss, also a Korean Chinese, who runs a voice phishing company based in 
mainland China and one South Korean phone call recipient. The skit sets its setting in a 
shabby office, in which an experienced female phone scammer greets a new male employee 
in the voice phishing company that only targets South Korean call recipients. Henceforth, I 
will use the following abbreviations: S1 for the inexperienced male phone scammer, S2 for 
the experienced female phone scammer, B for their boss, R1 for the South Korean phone 
call recipient and R2 as an invisible English speaking phone call recipient. In the skit, as 
there is a switch from the Korean-Chinese regional dialect to the Standard Korean and 
English, I will mark the use of the Standard Korean and English in the skit in bold italics. For 
analysis, I will divide the skit into 3 principal scenes. 
 
Extract 4: Hwanghae Scene I 
 
1 S1: yae, niga oneul cheoeum deureoon sinibini? 
Are you the new employee? 
2 S2: ye. 
Yes, I am. 
3 S1: geurae, anjara. 
Yes, Sit back down. 
4 S1: ni oneul jalhaeya bap bireo meokgo salsuissda.   
You have to do well, you hear? 
5 S2: ye. 
Okay. 
6 S1: sangdaebangi jeonhwareul badeumyeon danghwanghal suga isseo.   
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They may get nervous when they get the call. 
danghwanghaji anhge hangsi jinjeongsikineun ge jungyohada.   
You have to calm them down.  
alganni? moreumyeon bogo ilkeumyeon doenda.   
You can read this if you need to. 
ja, jeonhwahaebwara. 
Make a call. 
((S2 is making a phone call to R)) 
10 R1: mwoya, ne, yeoboseyo? 
Who’s this? Hello?  
11 S2: gogaeknim, eo.. yeogineun haepijeochugeunhaengindeyo.   
((slowly and deliberately speaking, as if he is reading a book)) 
Hello, this is happy savings bank. 
12 R1: ne. 
Yes. 
13 S2: gogaeknimui tongjange munjega saenggyeoseo jeonhwareul 
deuryeossseupnida.   
I’m calling because there’s a problem with your account. 
14 R1: geuraeyo? mwondeyo? 
Really? What is it? 
15 S2: gogaeknime sinyongkadeue haekingeul danghaessseupnida.   
Your credit card was hacked. 
16 R1: ne? jeo sinyongkadeu an sseuneunde. 
What? But I don’t have a credit card. 
17 S2: ((flustered)) gogaeknim…? danghanghasyeosseoyo?   
Sir, are you nervous? 
18 R1: ne?  
What? 
19 S2: danghanghaji masiguyo.  
don’t be nervous. 
jigeum 3000manwoni inchuldoeeosseunikka eunhaengeuro gasyeoya 
doepnida.   
30,000$ was withdrawn, so you must come down to the bank. 
21 R1: geuraeyo?   
Really? 
22 S2: ne.  
Yes. 
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23 R1: geureomyeon jega inteonet baengking doenikkayo, gongininjeungseo 
daunbadagajigu mobaillo hanbeon hwaginhaebolgeyo.    
I do online banking, so I’ll download the certificate on my cell phone and 
check from here.  
24 S2:  ((Seriously confused and stammering)) mo..mo... go.. gogaeknim? mai.. 
danghanghaji.. danghanghasyeosseoyo?  
Cell.. cell… Sir? Are you very n-n-nervous? 
25 R1:  anyo, danghwanghaji anhasseoyo. 
No, not at all. 
26 S2: danghangeun anhasyeossguna.. dahaengida.. 
You’re not nervous. Good. 
27 R1: ne? 
What? 
28 S2:  jeo… geureom jeo eotteokhaeyo? ((looking desperately at S1) 
Then… what should I do? 
29 R1: ne? mwol eotteokhaeyo? isanghande.. igeo sagianya? 
Hello? What do you mean? Is this a scam? 
30 S2: igeo.. gogaeknim.. igeon.. geu sagiga aira… boiseu pisingiraneun geondeyo. 
No! This isn’t a scam. It is called voice phishing. 
31 S1: dorassni? ni dorassni?  ((slapping S2)) 
Are you insane?  
32 S1:  irae gajigo eojjae bap bireo meokgo sallahani. 
You can’t make a living like that. 
nae hangukmalman ttobakttobak hamyeon doenda haji anhassni.  
I said all you have to do is to speak Korean. 
nae haneun geo jal bwara. 
Watch and learn. 
34 S2: ye. 
Okay. 
 
The scene I depicts that the inexperienced phone scammer, S2 tries to deceit the South 
Korean call recipient, R1. As S2 is depicted as not yet having mastered the standard Korean, 
his deliberate speech in the Korean-Chinese regional dialect is deviant from the Standard 
Korean in terms of grammatical and phonological features. For instance, the line 15 (S2: 
‘gogaeknime sinyongkadeue haekingeul danghaessseupnida’ Your credit card was hacked.) 
shows deviant usage of case markers from the standard Korean, which I will elaborate below.  
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gogaeknim-e   sinyongkadeu-e     haeking-eul         danghae-ss-seupnida.   
     client-DAT        credit card- DAT     hacking-DO            go through- PAST- DEC                     
     Your credit card was hacked. 
 
Here, S2 uses the dative case marker –e for the noun, ‘gogaeknim’ as well as ‘sinyongkadeu’ 
and this is also marked by a deliberate pause between ‘gogaeknim-e’ and ‘sinyongkadeu-e’. 
However, the standard usage of case markers in this sentence would be to use the 
possessive marker –ue for ‘gogaeknim’ and the nominative marker –ka for ‘sinyongkadeu’, 
as exemplified below.   
 
 gogaeknim-ue   sinyongkadeu-ka     haeking-eul          danghae-ss-seupnida.   
      client-POSS       credit card- NOM       hacking-DO            go through- PAST- DEC                     
      Your credit card was hacked. 
 
In the standard Korean, the whole noun phrase [NP gogaeknim-ue  sinyongkadeu-ka] is seen 
as the subject of the sentence and generally, no pause is expected to occur between 
‘gogaeknim-ue’ and ‘sinyongkadeu-ka’ in the standard Korean speech. Another phonological 
deviance is attested in the line 17 (S2: ‘gogaeknim…? danghanghasyeosseoyo?’  Sir, are 
you nervous?), which illustrates a deviant pronunciation of the verb stem, [danghang-], ‘to 
feel nervous’ from the standard diphthong form, [danghwang-].  
 
On the other hand, his deliberately slow speech does not only indicate his lack of control in 
different registers in the Korean language, but also seems to imply the backwardness of 
Korean-Chinese. However, such ineptitude with different registers of Korean does not seem 
to be the only criterion, which renders Korean-Chinese as a dubious, untrustworthy Korean 
speaker. For instance, in line 23, (‘geureomyeon jega inteonet baengking doenikkayo, 
gongininjeungseo daunbadagajigu mobaillo hanbeon hwaginhaebolgeyo.’ I do online 
banking, so I’ll download the certificate on my cell phone and check from here), R1 uses 
some English loanwords in his speech, such as ‘inteonet baengking’, from English, ‘internet 
banking’, ‘daun’ from English, ‘download’ and ‘mobail’ from English, ‘mobile phone’. In 
reaction to this, S2 gets completely baffled and starts to stumble (Line 24: ‘mo..mo... go.. 
gogaeknim? mai.. danghanghaji.. danghanghasyeosseoyo?’ Cell.. cell… Sir? Are you very n-
n-nervous?). This does not only reveal the prevalent usage of English loan words in daily 
speech among Koreans but also indicates that the inability to understand widespread English 
loan words is a serious obstacle in day-to-day communication.   
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In this regard, the linguistic repertoire of Korean-Chinese speakers appears to be cast in a 
doubly negative light – firstly by their Korean-Chinese regional dialect, which deviates from 
standard Korean in terms of phonological as well as grammatical features, secondly, by their 
lack of understanding of the recent loanwords in contemporary South Korean society, which 
have gained common usage in daily speech. I will now turn to the Scene II, in which the 
experienced female phone scammer, S1 takes her turn to deceive the South Korean call 
recipient, R1.  
 
Extract 5: Hwanghae Scene II 
 
((S1 is making a phone call to R)) 
35 R1: ne, yeoboseyo? 
Hello? 
36 S1: gogaeknim, annyeonghasipnikka? haepijeochugeunhaengipnida.   
Hello, this is Happy Savings Bank. 
37 R1: ah? ye. 
ah? yes. 
38 S1: gogaeknim, manhi nollasyeossjyo?   
You must have been shocked. 
39 R1: ani mwah… 
Well… 
40 S1: gogaeknim sinyongkadeueseo 3000manwoni inchuldoesyeoseo 
jeohuiga jeonhwareul.. 
A $ 30,000 charge was made on your credit card, so… 
41 R1:  jeo, geureonde jega sinyongkadeureul ansseugeodeunyo. 
But I don’t have a credit card. 
42 S1: sinyongkadeuga eopsneunde 3000manwon inchuldoesyeoseo manhi 
nollasyeossjyo?   
You must’ve been shocked that you incurred a $30,000 charge when you 
don’t have a credit card. 
43 R1: ((surprised)) ne? 
What? 
44 S1:  jeohuido manhi nollassseupnida. 
We were shocked as well. 
44 R1: ((confused)) geureolsuga issna?  
Is that possible? 
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45 S1: ildan jinjeongeul hasigoyo, gogaeknim. bonin hwagineul wihaeseo 
seongham malsseumhae jusigessseupnikka? 
Please calm down. And for verification, please tell your name. 
46 R1:  jeo sinyunseungiyo. 
It’s Shin Yoonseung.  
47 S1: ne, sinyunsseung gogaeknimisiguyo?   
Thank you, Shin Yoon-xeung?  
48 R1: aniyo, sinyunseungiyo. 
No, It’s Shin Yoonseung.  
49 S1: ((annoyed)) geurae, sinyunsseung! 
Yes, Shin Yoon-xeung!  
50 R1: ((annoyed)) aniyo, seungiyo, seung! 
No, seung! Seung! 
51 S1: sinyunsseung! 
Shin Yoon-xeung! 
52 R1: ani, mwo ireohge malgwireul mosara meogeoyo? 
Why are not you getting this right? 
53 S1: ya, wae sorineun jireugo nanriya!   
Why are you yelling, punk? 
hyeosbadagi jjalpagajigo mot aradeureun geoji gwisgumeongi makhyeoseo 
mosara deureunji ani!  
I couldn’t understand because of your pronunciation. It’s not my fault! 
55 R1:  mwoya, maltuga isanghande? 
What? You sound weird. 
56 S1: ne? gogaeknim museun malsseumisipnikka? 
What do you mean, Sir? 
57 R1: hanguksarami anin geo gateunde. eoneu jijeom nugueyo? 
You don’t sound Korean. What’s your name? Which branch is this? 
58 S1: ne, yeongdeungpogu yeouidodong haepijeochugeunhaenge nin 
jjaomingipnida.   
This is the Yeoui-do, Yeongdeungpo-gu branch and my name is Nin Jiao 
Ming.  
59 R1: ireumi isanghajanha! 
What? Your name is weird! 
60 S1: gogaeknim, manhi nollasyeossjyo? jeodo ireumjisgo manhi 
nollassseupnida.   
You must’ve been shocked. I was, too, when I made up the name. 
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61 R1: mworaguyo? 
What? 
62 S1: ildan jinjeongeul hasiguyo, gogaeknim.  
Please stay calm. 
sayonghaneun sinyongkadeu jeonhyeo eopseusiguyo?   
So you don’t use any credit cards? 
63 R1: ne, jeo kadeu ansseoyo. 
No, I don’t. 
64 S1: chekeukadeudo eopseusiguyo? 
No debit card, either? 
65 R1: ne. 
     No. 
66 S1: gyotongkadeudo eopseusiguyo? 
No transit card? 
67 R1: gyotongkadeuneun sseujyo.   
I have a transit card. 
68 S1: gyotongkadeueseo 3000manwoni inchuldoesyeossseupnida.   
A $30,000 charge was made on your transit card. 
69 R1: geureol suga isseoyo? 
Is that possible? 
70 S1: gogaeknim, manhi nollasyeossjyo?  
You must’ve been shocked. 
jeohuido 3000manwon chungjeondoen geo bogo manhi 
nollassseupnida.   
We were shocked as well, when we saw the refill amount of $30,000. 
71 R1: mworaeneun geoya? jangnanhana, igeossagikkundeul anya? mwoya, 
ei… 
What? Are you joking? You, con artist! What is this? 
 
As S1 is portrayed as an experienced phone scammer, she displays more competence in 
controlling different registers of the Korean language. She manages to carry out the 
conversation in the standard Korean and even convinces R1 of the made-up situation until 
she faces the problem of pronouncing R1’s name correctly, as shown in the line 47 (S1: ‘ne, 
sinyunsseung gogaeknimisiguyo?’ Thank you, Shin Yoon-xeung?), the line 49 (S1: ‘geurae, 
sinyunsseung!’ Yes, Shin Yoon-xeung!), and the line 51 (S1: ‘Sinyunsseung!’ Shin Yoon-
xeung!). In this regard, S1’s difficulty in pronouncing [s] illustrates the presumed phonological 
interference from Mandarin, a language that does not have [s] in the phoneme inventory. In 
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the end, frustrated S1 shifts her register to the Korean-Chinese regional dialect (line 53) and 
R1 starts to doubt the authenticity of S1’s Korean-ness, by judging her accent as abnormal in 
comparison with the standard Korean (line 55: mwoya, maltuga isanghande? What? You 
sound weird). In addition, S1’s deviant phonological features from the standard Korean even 
leads R1 to challenge S1’s Korean ethnicity, as revealed in the line 57 (R1: hanguksarami 
anin geo gateunde. eoneu jijeom nugueyo? You don’t sound Korean. What’s your name? 
Which branch is this?). After the failed attempt of S1 and S2, the scene III shows that the 
boss of the voice phishing company makes a random phone call in South Korea in order to 
teach S1 and S2 how to speak Korean properly in order to deceive South Koreans on the 
phone.  
 
Extract 6: Hwanghae Scene III 
 
72 S1: ((about to cry)) aigu, igeo eotteukhamyeon joheuni.  
Oh, no. 
73 S2: mwo, mwohapnikka? 
What are you doing? 
74 S1: uri sajangiga uri han geondo mot han geo almyeon yeolbadeultende.  
The boss will get mad, if he finds out we didn’t get anything.  
sajangnim osil sigan da doessneunde…  
What do we do now? He’ll be soon here… 
75 S1: sajangnim osinda. 
He’s coming. 
((Their boss is appearing on the scene)) 
76 B: geurae, oneul myeoccgeon haessnya? ((pointing at S1)) 
So, how many did you get today? 
77 S1: hangeondo moshaessseupnida.   
None so far. 
78 B: hangeondo moshaessdago? ((angrily looking at S1)) 
None? 
79 S1: ne. 
No. 
80 B: nigi bap meokgi silheuni? 
You want to starve? 
81 S1: ((her head down)) aipnida. 
No. 
82 B: naega ireul geurae gareukyeossni? 
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Is that how I taught you? 
83 S1: ((her head down)) aipnida. 
No, Sir. 
84 B: ni il nwigihante baewosseo? 
Who taught you?  
naega geuttaguro gareukyeossni? 
Is that what I taught you? 
86 S1: ((her head down)) aipnida. 
No, Sir. 
87 B: hangeondomoshaesseumyeon bap meokgi silhda yaegiya? 
You don’t want to eat, right?  
88 S1: aipnida. 
That’s not it. 
89 B: naega majimageuro hanbeonman deo boyeojulge. jal bwara.    
I’ll demonstrate one final time. Pay attention. 
90 S1: mianhapnida  
Sorry, Sir. 
91 B: hangukmalman ttokbaro hamyeon ttedon beol su issda.   
You can make lots of money, if you can just speak Korean well. 
92 S1: arassseupnida. 
Yes. Sir. 
93 B: hangukmalman jalhamyeon doenda.    
You just have to speak Korean well. 
(( B is making a phone call)) 
94 R2: Hello? Hello? Is there anybody on the phone? Excuse me? 
95 B: ((flustered and tongue-tied for a second)) 
mai danghanghasyeosseoyo, gogaeknim?   
Are you very nervous, Sir? 
 
The line 91 (B:hangukmalman ttokbaro hamyeon ttedon beol su issda.  You can make lots of 
money, if you can just speak Korean well) and the line 93 (B: hangukmalman jalhamyeon 
doenda. You just have to speak Korean well) reveal another aspect of language 
commodification in the process of which Korean proficiency has become a marketable 
commodity for Korean-Chinese who intend to find a work in South Korea.  
 
However, the call recipient unexpectedly turns out to be an English speaker, as shown in the 
line 94 (R2: Hello? Hello? Is there anybody on the phone? Excuse me?) and the flustered 
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boss gets tongue-tied for a second and even ends up by retreating to his Korean-Chinese 
regional dialect in the line 95 (B: mai danghanghasyeosseoyo, gogaeknim?  Are you very 
nervous, Sir?). The standard Korean form would be the line 95 (B: mani 
danghwanghasyeosseoyo, gogaeknim?). This ending, which shows a telephone encounter 
of a Korean-Chinese regional dialect speaker and an English speaker, appears to embody 
the sociolinguistic situation in contemporary South Korean society, which is going through a 
rapid ethno-linguistic change due to the intensified migration. The ending also implies that a 
certain degree of English proficiency – e.g. an ability to carry out a basic phone call 
conversation in English – is expected for South Korean citizens as a linguistic norm. Having 
discussed in the previous sections, such sociolinguistic normativity, which postulates a 
certain degree of English proficiency in individual linguistic repertoire as socially desirable 
and even appropriate – mirrors the shift from “nationalism” to “nationism” in the domain of 
politics of language, the expansion of linguistic neoliberalism and linguistic consumerism in 
society.  
 
It is for this reason that I put forward the ideologies of political economy – “nationism”, 
neoliberalism and consumerism as the societal dynamisms that are generating the new 
linguistic orders of indexicality in South Korean society, which seem to take individual 
multilingual repertoire as an indicator of his or her legitimate or dubious citizenship. In this 
regard, the newly emergent linguistic orders of indexicality seems to mirror the “hierarchical 
nationhood” (Seol and Skrentny, 2009), which distributes rights, benefits and opportunities, 
according to the graded or ranked membership in the nation. For instance, legally, states 
may reserve citizenship for top-tier members, the ‘real’ nationals, while offering privileges to 
some foreigners whom the state recognizes as co-nationals. Socially, the top-tier members 
of the nation may reject co-nationals, denying them full membership, even if the state grants 
them citizenship. 
 
In this regard, Seol and Skrentny (2009) argue that South Korea manifests a clear case of a 
“hierarchical nationhood”, which places South Korean citizens at the top and Korean-
Americans, who can claim almost the same rights and benefits as Koreans, next in the 
ranking. Korean-Chinese rank third, as there are various legal distinctions separating 
Korean-Chinese from South Korean nationals as well as from Korean-Americans. Then, the 
emerging linguistic orders of indexicality, which are reflected in the media construction of the 
stratified multilingualism in South Korean society, seem to correspond to this legally and 
societally bounded system of “hierarchical nationhood”.  
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For instance, the legal openings for Korean-Americans have been more privileged than 
Korean-Chinese. Even though the Korean state has regulated a variety of short-term work 
visas for Korean-Chinese, the “Act on the Immigration and Legal Status of Overseas 
Koreans” passed by the Korean National Assembly in 1998 exclusively targeted people of 
Korean ancestry in the West, offering them special benefits in order to encourage them to 
come to Korea to work in skilled or professional jobs. Such legal discrimination over Korean-
Chinese reveals that Korean-Americans belong to a higher tier of Korean hierarchical 
nationhood, which is, in fact, shaped by the economic and geopolitical interests of the nation-
state. 
 
In a similar light, the law confers South Korean citizenship only to “persons who have 
emigrated abroad after the birth of the Republic of Korea (i.e. 1948), and have relinquished 
their Korean nationality, and their lineal descendants”, which basically excludes all Korean-
Chinese, as most Joseonjok came to China during the period of Japanese colonial rule of 
Korea (1910-1945)20. It is in this regard that Seol and Skrentny (2009) argue that the law has 
in effect created a new intermediary category, the overseas Koreans in the West, placing 
them just below Korean citizens but above Joseonjok.  
 
Such “hierarchical nationhood” seems to be also reflected in South Korean public attitudes 
towards Korean-Americans and Korean-Chinese. For instance, Park and Chang (2005) 
report that the results of a survey administered by a pro-migrant worker NGO suggest that 
South Koreans view Korean-Americans to be closer to them than Joseonjok – a random 
sample of 1000 South Koreans, conducted by the Committee on Overseas Korean Network 
in 2003, asked whether respondents considered particular groups to be Korean dongpo (lit. 
blood related compatriots). When asked about Korean Americans, 92 percent agreed they 
were dongpo, the highest percentage of any group in the survey. Only 77 percent agreed 
that Joseonjok were dongpo.  
 
Therefore I argue that the media representations of stratified multilingualism is a reflection of 
the new linguistic orders of indexicality, which is in turn a reflection of South Korean 
“hierarchical nationhood”. In reaction to irreversible flows of globalization, such “hierarchical 
nationhood” seems to be shaped by geopolitical and economic interests of the nation-state 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
20 Ibid. During the Japanese rule of Korea, Koreans fled to China, with the goal of setting up a new Korean 
government-in-exile and plotted the overthrow of Japanese rule. Since 1952, they have lived in the Yanbian 
Korean Autonomous Prefecture where they have maintained Korean culture and language. On the other hand, a 
small number of Koreans, approximately 5000, moved to the US at the beginning of the 20th century, first settling 
in Hawaii and then moving to the mainland. Their numbers grew rapidly only in the 1970s, after the US ended 
ethnic discrimination in immigration.  	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as well the ideologies of the capitalist globalization – namely, neoliberalism and 
consumerism in society. As the linguistic orders of indexicality place different types of 
multilingualism at a different social scale in an emerging space of multilingualism, individual 
linguistic repertoire has become a reference point of one’s legitimate or dubious citizenship in 
the local as well as in the global scale. In this regard, the emerging linguistic orders of 
indexicality in South Korea, which reflect its “hierarchical nationhood” indeed reaffirms Piller 
& Pavlenko’s (2007) argument that different types of bi- and multilingualism could be 
evaluated as ideologically or negatively associated with full citizenship.   
 
In this section, I have first analyzed how the media metapragmatically construct Korean-
Americans and Korean-Chinese as incompetent and inflexible multilingual speakers, in 
contrast to the construction of South Korean multilingual subjects as competent, neoliberal 
linguistic consumers. I have then contended that such framing of Korean-Americans and 
Korean-Chinese as incompetent multilingual speakers in turn generates socially constructed 
images of Korean-Americans and Korean-Chinese as inauthentic and dubious members of 
South Korean society. Therefore, by relating this analysis to Seol and Skrentny’s (2009) 
notion of “hierarchical nationhood”, I have put forward that the nascent linguistic orders of 
indexicality mirror the socio-economically, politically and legally rooted system of 
“hierarchical nationhood” in South Korea, which also seems to be fashioned by a shift in 
political discourse from “nationalism” to “nationism”, a proliferation of an economic ideology, 
neoliberalism and rampant consumerism in society. To recapitulate, I provide a summary of 
the metapragmatic cues and the related indexical values of the three different types of 
multilingual subjects in the following table 2.   
 
Table 2. Summary of the media construction of South Korean, Korean-American, Korean-
Chinese multilingual subjects 
 
 Elite transnational  
South Korean 
Korean-American 
 
Korean-Chinese 
Metapragmatic 
framings of 
deliberate 
linguistic 
displays 
Highly competent 
multilingual, 
Deliberate displays of 
multilingualism, 
Pragmatic 
appropriateness,  
Control of a range of 
registers, Seoul standard, 
Linguistic/cultural 
flexibility 
Incompetent multilingual, 
Intentional displays of 
phonological and syntactic 
incompetency, 
Linguistic/cultural 
inflexibility 
Incompetent multilingual, 
Deliberate, intentional 
displays of code-switching, 
Devalued regional features 
of Korean-Chinese dialect, 
Pragmatic 
inappropriateness, 
Lack of control of a range 
of different registers, 
Linguistic/cultural 
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inflexibility 
Indexical values High class  
Hypermodern jetsetter  
Cool  
Intelligent 
Low class 
Unmodern 
Uncool 
Dumb 
Low class 
Backward 
Swindler 
Malicious 
Dumb 
Persona Authentic cosmopolitan 
returnee, global citizen  
Infantilized inauthentic 
illegitimate Korean citizen 
Dubious inauthentic 
illegitimate Korean citizen 
 
 
6. Conclusion 
I have so far explored the pursuit of elite multilingualism as linguistic consumerism – a   
postmodern sociolinguistic phenomenon that is followed by the commodification of language. 
I have also examined whether the mass media portrayal of different types of multilingual 
subjects in contemporary South Korean society mirrors newly emerging linguistic orders of 
indexicality, by comparing the mass media representations of different types of multilingual 
subjects in society. By drawing upon Bourdieu’s (1991) work on language as “cultural capital” 
and Silverstein (2003) and Blommaert’s (2005; 2010) notion of “orders of indexicality”, I have 
attempted to demonstrate that the South Korean popular media propagate the hierarchical 
stratification of multilingualism in society.  
 
Above all, the increased occurrence of the loan word, 스펙, spec with the words such as 
English, foreign languages and language training abroad in the press articles in the last 
decade has confirmed that language has indeed become a marketable commodity, whereas 
the analysis of deurama representations of elite multilingualism and a mass-mediated 
narrative of multilingual celebrities has illustrated that elite multilingualism is being promoted 
as a sine qua non of a neoliberal subject who pursues social mobility and capital 
accumulation at the global or local scale. Therefore, I have analyzed the boom of elite 
multilingualism as linguistic consumerism, which has resulted from the commodification of 
language on one hand and the expansion of neoliberalism and consumerism on the other 
hand. Interestingly, linguistic consumerism and linguistic neoliberalism in society seem to be 
not only neutralized but even venerated, when combined with local discourses of individual 
morality and persistence.  
 
Furthermore, I have argued the pursuit of elite multilingualism in South Korea as a type of 
postmodern consumption – symbolic consumption of linguistic signs and social identities, in 
the process of which the denotational value of linguistic signs has been minimized. In so 
doing, I have drawn upon Jameson’s (1983) metaphor of postmodernity as “schizophrenia” 
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and his analysis of postmodernity as “the cultural logic of the late capitalism”, in order to 
explore the pursuit of elite multilingualism as the linguistic logic of the late capitalism, driven 
by the globalising culture-ideology of consumerism, which prompts the commodification of 
language and the pursuit of elite multilingualism as an economic investment. I have also 
referred to Ong’s (1999) argument of “flexible citizenship” to illustrate that the pursuit of elite 
multilingualism also occurs in the context of commodification of citizenship. In this regard, 
heightened discourses of transnationality and mobility appear to have a substantial role in 
altering the form and meanings of citizenship as well as values of linguistic capital and class 
strategies in society.  
 
On the other hand, the comparative analysis of the media representations of different types 
of multilingual transnational subjects – i.e. South Korean returnee, Korean-American and 
Korean-Chinese has revealed that the media espouse societal stratification of multilingualism. 
In particular, elite multilingualism of returnees appear to function as a key indexicality of 
cosmopolitanism and global citizenship, which leads to a superior positioning of their social 
identity in society, whereas the multilingual repertoire of Korean-Americans and Korean-
Chinese seem to indicate their backwardness and dubious South Korean citizenship. In this 
regard, the different indexical values associated with different types of multilingual subjects 
have shown that the newly emergent linguistic orders of indexicality in contemporary South 
Korean society mirror “hierarchical nationhood” (Seol and Skrentny, 2009).  
 
As a concluding remark, I would like to note that global processes and the subsequent 
promotion of flexibility, mobility and capital accumulation have not only transformed values of 
linguistic capital in late modernity, but also weakened the conventional notion of ethno-
linguistic community. In this regard, Michael Silverstein’s (1996, 1998) conceptual divide 
between “language community” and “speech community” turns out to be highly insightful in 
understanding the national promotion of multilingualism – Silverstein (1998:402) defines a 
“language community” as a group of people identified by their adherence to norms of 
denotational language usage, while a “speech community” as a group of people identified in 
terms of indexicality, an implicit semiotic normativity which underlies communicative acts of 
identity and grouping. In other words, language communities are groups of people who 
believe that they speak the same language whereas speech communities are groups of 
people who produce, share, and exchange orders of indexicality (Blommaert, 2005). In this 
regard, the current study, which has focused on the pursuit of elite multilingualism and the 
emergent linguistic orders of indexicality in a nascent space of multilingualism, calls for a 
paradigm shift from “language community” to “speech community”, which is thought to better 
capture the inevitable sociolinguistic changes that the intensified migration of people has 
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engendered in society. Especially, as already shown in the case of South Korea, where the 
nation-state is involved in directing such change from “language community” to “speech 
community” for the sake of expanding its sovereignty on the global scene, the notion of 
“legitimate speaker” seems to be entwined with the issue of legitimate citizenship and hence 
becomes recontextualized, according to the new linguistic orders of indexicality of the 
“speech community”, which do not only identify but also place different types of multilingual 
subjects at different scales in society. In this regard, the notion of “legitimate speaker” is 
being redefined in emergent spaces of multilingualism, where the existing and newly 
imported structures of semiotic normativity are busy interacting and producing new orders of 
indexicality. Nonetheless, the possibilities of such new linguistic orders of indexicality are not 
unrestrained, but determined according to the new political economic conditions of the 
capitalist globalization. In the case of South Korea, the new linguistic orders of indexicality 
have turned out to determine elite multilingual subjects as “legitimate speakers”, ideologically 
associated with the full citizenship, while marginalizing other types of multilingual subjects in 
society. Seeing that linguistic hegemony coincides with the political economic hegemony, 
challenging language ideologies entails a combat against the dominant ideologies of political 
economy. It is indeed high time to raise “critical awareness of language” in society, by 
incorporating more political, economic dimensions into sociolinguistic research.  
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